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When Eastern doled out its annual increases for this year, most employees received
around the standard 4 percent, but the staff of
the newly formed Information Technology and
Delivery Services (ITDS) got raises averaging
three times that amount
On average, employees in that department
got an 11.4 percent pay raise, with some
increase higher than 30 percent, a database
search of faculty and staff salaries showed.
Forty-nine university employees got raises of
10 percent or above, the database showed, and
ITDS had the highest concentration in one
department
ITDS combines the former offices of academic and administrative computing, networking,
telecommunications, printing and mail services.
Of the 893 returning faculty and staff members, 49 of them, including 16 members of the
Information Technology and Delivery Services
department, received at least a 10 percent pay
raise.
ITDS director Jim Keith said the increases
were necessary. He said Eastern was not offering competitive salaries for technical positions, and the school was losing employees to

"If you
underpay
people,
you'll get
whet you
paid for.

Greater than 10
These ITDS employees received an increase greater than 10 percent. For the comptetete list of employees who got more than a 10
percent raise, turn to page AS.

employee

JJ
bigger markets like Lexington.
Keith, who received a 30.44 percent raise,
bringing his salary up to $83,480. said Eastern
was no longer competitive in smaller markets
like Madison County either.
"We were really shocked to hear in
Madison County they were bringing in people
right out of UK engineering with no experience, none, and starting at $50,000, and we
were starting at $30,000," he said.
See Salary/Page AS

current salary

Margaret E. Lane $64,960

Robert Kustra,
President

mmmmma $83,480
Jean Marlow

Christopher Hart

wmmmmm
Mona Guckes

$51,654
$38,240
$40,596
$43,447
$42,911

percentage increase
■B>
38J50%^»
32.57%

29.14%

tmmtmmmmmm
25.78%

■MBY4.13%

Eugene Kleppinger $47,044
Dudley Corman $49,179
Retha F. Anglin
$33,917
Chart*) High
$44,646
Judith S. Cahill
$66,076
John Hawkins
$56,396
Melvin Acorn
$67,004

21.06%

■D.7*%<eV
19.36%
18.50%
17.95%
17.21%
15.35%
14.12%
14.03%

Students at Work
Campus jobs opportunity to earn
money, gain needed experience
All food service employees will
be paid by Aramark.
McCormick feels the change
No money. No fun. The in food services will have no negaproblem is simple. The tive effect on student employment
solution is one many stu- since the majority of those posidents must find.
tions were institutional anyway.
Working on campus seems to
"Now everyone can go in and
be the answer for a lot of stu- is immediately considered for
dents.
employment," McCormick said.
Library staffers Teresa Evans,
Positions in other departments
a sophomore music education are also available. The addition of
major,
and
new computer
Christina Ruff, a
labs made up
'<
My
mom
makes
sophomore edufor more than
cation major,
the lost federal
me
woric
to
buy
understand all
work-study positoo well.
music supplies
tions in food
"My
mom
services.
and have spendmakes me work
Student
to buy music
employment
ing
money.
supplies and
has also redishave spending
Teresa Evans, tributed federal
money," Evans
Sophomore music work-study
said.
education major funds to provide
"I work for
community sermy spending
vice positions.
money, too,"
The university
Ruff said.
has partnered with non-profit
Claudia McCormick, Eastern's organizations to allow students to
coordinator of student employ- work with such community serment, predicts this semester to be vice projects as The Migrant
one of the busiest.
Even-Start program; PACE, a fam"We are busier earlier in the ily literacy program and Eastern's
year and are more consistently on campus adult literacy program.
busy." McCormick said.
McCormick recommends parEastern's student employment ents of incoming freshmen to
office places students in federal encourage their children to get a
work-study jobs and standard job.
institutional positions.
"(Working) provides structure
Federal work-study is only in the day for incoming freshavailable to students who have men," McCorrrlick said.
applied and been prequalified by
Brandon Kuchenbrod, a
the federal government.
senior police administration
Institutional positions are open major, has worked in the comto all students.
puter lab for two and a half
Eastern's contract with years as an institutional
Aramark also affected the student employee.
employment situation.
"It's good experience and I
As reported in last week's learned a lot about computers,"
Progress, students will earn $5.50 Kuchenbrod said.
instead of the $5.15 minimum
McCormick agrees, "The
wage previously paid, and work experience and computer
Aramark will no longer contract skills enhance the resume."
federal work-study workers.
BY RAQUEL WILLIAMS

Assistant news editor
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Andrea Brown/Progress
Ryan Scarberry an undeclared 19 year old student from Owsley County, works in the stacks at
Crabbe Library. Scarberry has worked in the library for a year.

Eastern makes good on new policy; 821 disenrolled
BY SHAWN HOPKINS

News editor

Monday's mail held a surprise for
821 students. They came back from
classes to find a letter stating they
had been disenrolled since Friday.
These students, approximately 5.5
percent of the student body, had all
missed the Friday deadline for making arrangements to pay their fees. As
part of a new university policy they
were disenrolled until those arrangements are made.
"I think it came on a little sudden,"
said Brian Walters, a senior English
major from Winchester.
Walters said although there was
advance notification of the change,
there perhaps could have been a larger
effort made to make students aware of
the situation.
However, Walters said he basically
agreed with the administration's policy
that students should pay their fees on
time.
"I think it's important that they fulfill

F
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Some employees get big raises
ByjAONTAFBJMAN
Managing editor

w

their obligations," Walters said.
"I think they should give us longer to
The disenrolled students have until
Nov. 15 to make arrangements, which is pay the bills," said Maria Clay, a sophothe same day as the old deadline to fill more psychology major from I.ouisville.
She thought some students needed
out a deferred payment plan.
extra time and shouldRealistically, hown't be penalized for
ever, students do not
«If they're really
that.
have nearly that much
Those penalties,
time to re-enroll
here end going
besides the difficulty
before they get behind
in
re-enrolling,
to class, then
in their classes.
include the possibility
"Now obviously ...
$25 is not an
that disenrolled stuthere are no classes
dents will lose their
that begin then," said
issue.
place in classes that
Jill Allgier. university
Linda Kuhnhenn, fill up.
registrar.
Walters said he
The Friday fee
director of internal
it was unfortuarrangement deadline
audits thought
nate, but students had
was also the last day
to drop or add a full
» some warning.
"That's just one of
semester
class.
Adding a full semester class late, as the the consequences of fulfilling your
students who were disenrolled will have obligations," Walters said.
He also said he couldn't see how stuto do, is a complicated process that
requires approval from the professor dents couldn't take two hours to make
and the dean of the college the class is the arrangements.

As for his own fees, Walters said he
had "gotten that taken care of."
Some students may also have a problem with paying the $25 non-refundable
deferred payment fee when they know
they have money coming in. Linda
Kuhnhenn, director of internal audits,
said if students had come this far, they
should be ready.
"If they're really here and going to
class, then $25 is not an issue,"
Kuhnhenn said.
Vince Cochrane, a senior occupational therapy major from Ashland, said
although students should pay their bills,
such fees are not trivial for the average
student.
"I say $25 could be (important)."
Cochrane said. "What is that, about a
week's worth of food?"
lYesident Robert Kustra said the university did not intend for this new policy
to punish students.
"We don't want to lose students." he
See Tuition/A5
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KSU
detains
football
players
BY RAQUEL WKXIAMS

Assistant news editor

Officials at Kentucky State University
detained three Eastern students after accusations of illegal scouting at KSU's football
season opener.
Eastern football players
senior defensive back
Scooter Asel and senior
offensive guard Josh
Hunter, as well as senior
public relations major
Colin Dunlap were
detained and ejected
from KSU's stadium during the Thorobred's
game against Miles
Scooter Asel
College.
isasentor
The three students
defensive back
were watching the football game when they
Ewere approached dur
the second half by a
KSU football staff member.
"Scouting is illegal."
said the unidentified staff
member.
The staff member went
to the field and had a
photographer take picJosh Hunter is
tures of the three stua senior
dents.
offensive guard
Feeling unwelcome,
the students tried to
leave, but were grabbed
by two plain-clothed
individuals and the
unidentified staff member. The staff confiscated the football programs
the
sndents
had
received at the game.
"We were treated like
animals," Dunlap said.
Colin Dunlap
"We were unlawfully
is a senior
detained and unlawfully
public relations searched because the
major
plain-clothes individuals
never identified themselves."
Dunlap was later told
by KSU officials the plainChapman
clothed individual who
wiHIead
detained him was an offduty I/wisville police offiEastern in
cer employed by KSU for
tonights
the game.
opener
KSU police had no comagainst
ment. All calls are being
Kentucky
referred to KSU's legal
State
department.
See B7
Harold S. Greene, KSU
general counsel, and
Carson Smith, KSU vicepresident of finance and administration, did
not return Progress calls.
The NCAA prohibits Division 1-AA
coaches from attending future oppo' nents' games, but there are no rules preventing players from attending the
games.
In an interview yesterday morning, Kidd
reiterated that no NCAA rules were violated.
"They did nothing wrong," Kidd said.
"It was just like (anyone) going to the
game.
"This was just a crazy thing that happened." Kidd said."It should get us all
fired up — more intensity for the
game."
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► Weather
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Hi: 86
Low: 59
Conditions: Sunny
FUI: Sunny
SAT: Sunny
SUN: Partly Cloudy

►Reminder
The deadline for campus-wide room changes
is Sept. 10. Students must make an
appointment for a change. Call 622 1515
for more mformationn
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Tuition increase should benefit students
Open forum opportunity to voice opinion
The time for Eastern to do
something for its students is
now. The Council on
Postsecondary Education gave
Eastern the opportunity when it
decided that each university
would have the responsibility of
setting its own tuition.
Eastern has the chance to evaluate the situation and see what
the school absolutely needs, what
kind of increase would be needed
to get those things and how that
increase will affect students.

And that's exactly what it
should do.
Administrators need to keep
students in mind if they decide
to increase tuition because it is
those students who will be
affected — both in paying the
increase and reaping its benefits.
Many students already have a
difficult time paying for school —
the majority requires financial aid.
Any increase, no matter how
small, will put more financial

strain on them and make paying
hard to handle.
Most students juggle a full
class load with work, and additional costs wiO make that trick harder to do.
That's not to say Eastern
shouldn't raise tuition in the fall.
There are going to be things this
university needs and raising
tuition will be the only way it can
get them. But administrators need
to make sure any increase is used
for things that will benefit students, and are not instituted to
pay for frivolous or optional pro-

grams.
the campus.
Students need to go to that
Eastern is already on the right
forum and make sure they will be
track. It created a tuition-setting
getting what they pay for next
committee, which includes a student representative, to deckle how year.
But the ultimate decision on
the university needs to interact
what kind of increase students
with the campus community on
the issue.
will see on their bill next year
will come down to Eastern's
An open forum is scheduled to
administrators. So when making
give everyone the opportunity to
that decision, we hope they
voice his or her opinions on an
remember the reason Eastern
increase. At the forum. President
Kentucky University is here —
Robert Kustra said two or three
possible percentage increases will to provide an education to the
people of this region at a price
be presented along with what
those increases would mean to
they can afford.

► Campus Comments
THE ISSUE
Eastern's new payment policy required students to pay
their tuition or sign a deferment contract by the end of
the first week of classes. News editor Shawn Hopkins
asked students if they thought the new policy is fair.

For those of yoo who Haven t
p*:d

your tuition, today6

focus upon

lesson w

financial accountabi

BRANDON
SHOOP

I think if s a little hasty
to be dumping people
out of school. We get
screwed around a lot
at this school.

Anthropology
Year: Sophomore

No, because it takes a
little longer for some
students to pay.
London
Major Physician
assistant studies
Yaar: Sophomore

James Carroll/Progress

PAST DUE
More than 800 students were disenrolled for not paying tuition
The university administration had
good intentions with the enforcement of its new payment policy,
but good intentions are not always
enough.
The new policy required students to
pay their bill or sign a deferment contract by close of business last Friday
or find themselves disenrolled
Monday.
The administration cited several reasons for the new policy including getting
students who are serious about school
into the seats occupied by students who
don't intend to pay or didn't even bother
to attend class.
That makes a lot of sense until you
check the class schedule. The last day to
add a class and the deadline to pay fell
on the same date, forcing students who
want to fill those vacant seats to do a late
add. This requires a lot of paperwork

and leg work on the part of the student.
And, as many students know, coming
into a class late can be difficult.'
Most professors start handing out
assignments on day one and students a
week behind have to work extra hard to
catch up.
In many cases they never do.
But the university had other goals in
mind including teaching students financial responsibility.
If students move off campus and don't
pay their bills, they will soon find themselves and their stuff out on the street.
So it is reasonable for Eastern to send
students who don't pay their bills packing. If they don't learn the importance
of paying their bills now, they will have
a tough time adjusting to life after
school.
There is also an economic interest to
this new policy. Eastern receives a lot of
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taxpayer dollars to continue to operate.
Eastern has bills of its own that must be
paid. It isn't fair to the taxpayers and the paying students to let students go weeks
before paying or dropping out without
paying a penny for the classes they did
attend.
President Robert Kustra said he wants
to put students first at Eastern. And with
this policy he came close, but not close
enough.
An attempt to put students first should
start with making the deadline to pay
before the first day of classes.
And if that means opening dorms a few
days earlier so students have more time to
get to Billings and Collections, then that is
what should be done.
And by the first day of classes only students serious about school will be on campus ready to learn.

Where to find us

Richmond/
EKU Campus

►The Eastern Progress la located just off
Lancaster Avenue in the Donovan Annex on the
west side of Alumni Coliseum.

Ashland
Major:
Environmental
health science
Year: Senior

People pretty much
already know what's
coming and you should
make proper arrangements. (But) a new
process should be developed.

BEN DAVIS

It's good because it
forces you to take some
action.
Columbus, Ohio
Major: Corrections
and juvenile service
Yaar: Senior
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'Late bloomers' don't worry, enjoy dance
RAQUEL
WILLIAMS

l*Tmn
RaquelWttams
sasemor
joumafcsm
major from
Lexington and
assistant news
editor of the

One step forward, two steps
back. These are not instructions for the latest version of
the "booty call," the "two-step" or any
other dance. This is the story of my
college career.
Considering the small amount of
Eastern students who graduate in
four years, many students are familiar with this pattern. Four majors
and several years later I\re finally
discovered the rhythm in these
steps.
We all graduate from high school
with great plans and aspirations.
Many of us plan to be doctors, nurses
or lawyers.
Others plan to be CEOs, computer
programmers or engineers. While
these plans are definitely attainable,
things don't always go as planned for
some students.
Events in my Efe, such as academic probation, dropping-out and

changing majors many times, may
be considered failures by some
However, these are the events that
laid the groundwork for my greatest
successes. These successes include
making the dean's list, amassing
valuable work experience and discovering a major that I truly enjoy —
journalism
Alexander Graham Bell said,
"When one door closes, another door
opens, but we so often look so long
and so regretfully upon the closed
door that we do not see the ones
which open for us."
Many students will go through
some ups and downs. Students may
not find success in their first, second
or, in my case, even third choice of
majors.
The important thing for students
to remember during the times when
your plans are slightly "off-beat" is to
keep dancing. You can always redis-

cover your rhythm. Some do sooner,
some later, but everyone does in his
or her own time.
For example, when choosing a
major, don't just decide on a field
because it leads to a lot of money
or sounds prestigious. Choose
something of interest to you —
something you have a desire to
learn. Just the mere possibilities of
your chosen field should motivate
you.
Many times we may feel this way
about a subject and when we begin
taking classes, we are not so sure.
Use your free electives like money.
Carefully allocate these funds to areas
that interest you. You may discover
your calling in an area you almost forgot to look.
Ideally, we should all graduate in
four years. However, if you take five
years to graduate instead of four but
you've completed a degree in a field

you love, who loses?
The student, future employers and
the university all profit from your success.
For students who take even
longer don't get discouraged. Do
all teenagers reach puberty simultaneously? No. If they did, the
world would be in trouble. Instead
some teens were "early bloomers,"
some "late bloomers" and of
course there were those who were
"on time." Eventually, they all
bloom.
So you are a late bloomer. Your
roots will grow stronger with every
storm you weather. Your leaves are
more resilient with every tribulation you overcome. In the end,
your flower will grow as brilliantly
as all of those who bloomed before
you.
When people criticize us late
bloomers for all the years we've spent

bucks, ebay make dream reality
JACMA
FHDMAN

Lout and found
Jacirtta
Feldman is a
senior journalism major
from Louisville
and managing
editor of the
Progress.

It's like a dirty little secret for
someone my age to admit
One of those things a lot of
people do. but no one win talk
about
But today; I'm admitting it to
the world.
I am going to see the
Backstreet Boys in concert
And I can't wait
I don't have any posters in my
room (anymore), and I don't even
own their CDs, but I really do like
their musk.
I have always been a fan of
teen idols and the bubble gum
lyrics they sing
Back in the day when New
Kids on the Block were the five
hardest working kids in America,
I was an avid fan.
I was 10 years old when I got
my first NKOTB tape — "Hangin'
Tough."
By my 11th birthday, all four
walls in my bedroom were plastered with their pictures and my
head was filled with dreams of
one day becoming Mrs. Joe
Mclntyre.
How was I to know that was
only the beginnings?
I thought my teen idol days
died out around the time I
entered my freshman year in

high school, but little did I know
they were just laying dormant
beneath the surface, waiting for
the release of "Everybody Rock
Your Body"?
Sometimes, if I have time, I
like to leaf through the latest copy
of Tiger Beat to see what my boys
are up to.
I know 21 years old is too old
to do things like watch a
Backstreet Boy live in conceit
special on the Disney Channel,
but sometimes I do that
And I am counting down the
days until that live in concert is live
in Lexington.
I am sure, besides some
devoted mothers — I will be
one of the oldest fans in the
audience that night. I doubt I'll
be screaming, crying or waving
any signs that profess my love
to the group, but I know I will
be enjoying it just as much.
Getting those tickets was nothing short of a miracle.
The Lexington concert — a sort
of homecoming for my personal
favorite BSB member Brian "BRock" Litrel!, sold out in less than
an hour.
I didn't wait in line. My
boyfriend entered a bidding war
for the tickets on ebay and won.

in college. I
Use your
always have the
same response:
"What's the
alternative —
like
quit?"
Quitting may
Money.
be the easiest
alternative, but Carefully
definitely not
allocate
the smartest.
After six years
and thousands
of dollars, only funds to
a degree will
areas that
make it worthpique your
while.
So when your Interest.
dancing across
the stage in your
cap and gown (not literally, but then
again maybe), regardless of how long
it took you to get there, you will realize you were right on time.
*

►Letters
Coffee inflation irks professor
As a new school year began, I wondered, what
would the new semester bring, what changes, new
faces, new food services? Did the new grill still offer
the mug refill as in the past?
So on the first day of classes, 1 called food services and asked. After a few minutes, the answer
came back, "yes."
So after a cold sandwich from home in my office,
I thought wouldn't a nice cup of coffee be just the
thing? I walked over to the NEW grill. No coffee in
sight until! I found JavaCity.
"Can I get a mug refill?" "Sure," came the answer,
but not at the old price; it's now $1.25 PLUS TAX.
Wow! Thanks, but no thanks. I guess my afternoon visits for a mug refill are OVER!
David W. Dailey, Ed.D.
Department of Technology

Corrections
Curtis Manning, boyfriend of Progress managing editor Jacinta
' Feldman. won tickets to the upcoming BSB concert in Lexington on ebay.
"Two tickets were up for grabs,
but the owner had six more that
the winner of the virtual auction
could buy.
We won the two tickets, and
decided to buy two more.
We ended up paying $150 each
for four tickets. A lot of money,
yes, but to me it's worth it
Sure, I don't make a lot of

money and I have a lot of bills to
pay, but I am bound and determined to find a way to pay for my
ticket
I figure, who really needs ALL
their plasma? Isn't that what God
gave us a little extra for, to sell
when something as important as
Back Street Boys tickets came
available?

JoAm Stone should have been listed as the secretary for the department of health education in the
Back to Campus issue of the Progress in August
An article In last week's Progress should
have said that the Bookstore does sell milk.
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications and corrections when needed on the
Perspective pages.
Corrections should be sent to the editor in writing by Monday before publication on Thursday.
The editor will decide if the correction
deserves special treatment, or needs to be in
the section in which the error occurred.

Attention Students!
If you d<tf^M£tohaye your name

and phone number published in
the Student Directory, please come to
e Student Government office
by Sep
are located in Powell 132.
osrlfPflnm^RnTour
name and social security number.

► Progress Classifieds
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Student Services Building
construction should begin soon
Newsedtor
The new student service building is drawing closer to reality. At
Tuesdays student senate meeting
Vice President for Student affairs
Thomas Myers showed the adjacent artist rendering of the building.
According to Doug Whitlock
Vice President for administration
and finance, who along with
Facilities service director James
Street is overseeing the project,
the architects are getting closer to
the final design.
That particular rendering is
getting close to what the building
is going to look like." Whitlock
said.
The $20 million building will
sit in the current location of
O'Donnell and Ellendale Halls.
It is intended to be one stop
shopping for registration, housing, counseling, financial aid and
other student services. The
building will also hold a large
capacity auditorium and a new

Photo Submitted
An artist rendering of the newest version of the Student Services Building.
Work on the new buitdrng should start this year and take two years.

the building by mid-2001."
W|)lock said
All the money for the building
came from state funds.
The same process is now being
used to obtain funds for a new
wellness center for students and
fatuity.

News Briefs
compiled by Shawn Hopkins

Kit Carson closed
tonight after game
Kit Carson drive will be closed
to southbound traffic from Park
Drive to Van Hoose and all traffic
from Van Hoose to the Eastern
By-Pass for 30-45 minutes or
longer near the end of the EKU
vs. KSU football game. The game
starts at 7, and football games
usually last two to two and a half
hours or longer.

One week left for
room changes
Campus wide room changes
began Tuesday. Aug. 31. and will
continue
through
Friday,
September 10. Room changes are
by
appointment
only.
Appointments can be made at
Jones 106. Call 1515 for information.

Rush orientation next
Wednesday
Fraternity rush orientation is at
9 p.m., Wednesday. September 8
at 9 p.m. in the Grist- room. Call
622-3855 for details.

All welcome at Black Student
Expo today at Powell Plaza
Demitriace Moore wants to
let everybody know they're
invited.
"Although it's titled the
Black Student Expo if s not only
black/ Moore said. According
to Moore, in the past the Expo,
a showcase for campus groups
that include the Black Student
Union and Multicultural student
services, has had problems with
students feeling that perhaps
the Expo had nothing to offer
them or even that they weren't
invited. Moore said nothing
could be further from the truth.
The Expo offers opportunities to meet a diverse number
of campus groups, including
those already mentioned and
also RHA, the coop office, international students association
and several fraternities.
"If ■ an opportunity for the
groups to kind of showcase themselves and to inoease awareness
and membership,''he said.
Booths will be set up from
between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. outside the Powell building. There

win also be music and other activities, including activities related
to today's football game against
Kentucky State. Moore said that
holding the Expo on the day of
the football game was advantageous because of a large influx of
potential African American students that come to the games.
The idea is that they will see
something they Hke in the opportunities offered by the Expo.
Everyone is also invited to a
party in the Keen Johnson
Ballroom after the football game
that will feature a funkadelic
band and a D J.
Entrance is $3 for students
and $5 for non-students.
"By all means we want everyone to attend these events,"
Moore said.
Moore also said that the
same rules that apply to the
Expo apply to the Black
Student Union and office of
multicultural student affairs as
well and urges everyone that
wants to become involved to do
so.

Student Organization Freshman orientation Eastern photographer
training begins Sept 8 course begins today receives national award
Student Organization training
is from Wednesday, September 8
to Tuesday, September 14; Times
are 8 and 9p.m September 8; 9:45
p.m September 9; noon September
10; noon and 4:45 September 13;
and noon and 4:45 September 14;
for student organization officers.
Call Carl Heigle at 622-3855.

Survival Skills 101; Tips and
Strategies To Help You Get
Through Your First Year of
College will have it's first weekly
meeting Sept 2 from 4:30 to 5:30
at Ellendale Hall (the counselling
center). It is a discussion group
aimed at helping freshman and
other students adjust to campus
life.

Tim Webb, Eastern's university
photographer, placed first in the science and research category in the
annual print competition during the
38th annual Technical Symposium
conducted by the University
Photographers Association of
America. Webb's photograph was of
EKUs Hummel Planetarium and its
director. Jack Fletcher.

Police Beat: Aug. 20-26
compiled by Shawn Hopkins

How not to cook
Police Beat would be a lot
longer if we included all of
the false fire alarms.
Most of them are mundane: steam vents often set
off alarms or they go off for
no discernible reason.
Certain fire alarms, however, are the result of a type of
misadventure that would be
hard to believe if not for the
source.
People cooking on hotplates sometime set off the
alarms. This happened Aug.
20 at Commonwealth Hall.
Hotplates are against university rules, but even normally
kosher devices can cause
problems.
On Aug. 24 police were
called to investigate a burning bag of popcorn at
.Telford, and on Aug. 25
John Stauffer reported a fire
alarm at Commonwealth
Hall. Investigating officers
found a Commonwealth Hall
resident had tried to heat
milk in a metal container in
his microwave. The fire
alarm was reset and everyone returned to their rooms,
while the student was
turned over to judicial
affairs.
On the same day, Killy
Kang of Brockton reported
heavy smoke in his apartment ,
Police found a burned pot
on the stove and put it outside
the apartment. Kang said he
had been cooking fish and left
for the laundromat, but had not
been gone for more than eight
minutes. The police report
noted the fish was burnt and
some of it had turned to ash.

These reports have been filed
with Eastern's Division of
Public Safety.
Aug. 26
Christopher Holbrook, Keene
Hall, reported he had been
assaulted by his roommate.
Joshua R. Huffman, 18,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with fourth-degree
assault, public intoxication and
disorderly conduct. Huffman was
reportedly in the hall mumbling
about being "the one," and kicked
the arresting officer in the face.
He also reportedly spit on at least
four people.
Michael J. Shepherd, 19,
Springfield, Ohio, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Kenneth
Herndon,
20,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication,
resisting arrest and possession of
a fake driver's license.
Mandy Casde, Case Hall, reported
her bicycle had been stolen from the
bicycle rack in front of Case Hall.
Laura Creevy, no address given,
reported her book bag had been
stolen from the lobby at
University Bookstore.
Aug. 25
Jeremy Porter. Georgetown,
reported a taillight lens had been
stolen from his vehicle while it was
parked in Alumni Coliseum Lot

Hsspt I need somebody. Madison
Gssdea
BABYBOOMBOX ♦ EARN
$12001 Fundraiser lor student groups &
organizations. Earn up to $4 per
MasterCard app Cal tor into or vwt our
webete. Quaased caters receive a
FREE Baby Boom Box 1-800-93205288)0.119 or art. 125
www.ocmconcepts.com
$$ MANAGE A BUSINESS ON YOUR
CAMPUS $$ Vereity.com an Internet
notetakrig company is tooWng tor an
entrepreneurial student to tun our business on your campus. Manage students, make tons of money, excetent
opportunity! Apply online at
www.vefsity.com,
contact JobsO
versity.com or cal (734)483-1800 ext
888.

EASTERN rlEWTU * ** L^HVERSTY

technology lab.
Whitlock said that the university still was in the early stages of
the bid process for the project,
but that they hoped to have construction underway soon.
"(We) anticipate breaking
ground this winter and being in

Is our-

HELP WANTED-

without headgear, transporting a
passenger on a motorcycle without headgear, driving without a
motorcycle operator's license,
operating on a suspended license
and no insurance.
Amanda Iaon, O'Donnell, reported money had been stolen from
her room.
Robert John Davis, 38,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Aug. 23
Randall Honeycutt, Brewer
Building, reported a mulch fire in
front of Combs Building.

tor 61 year old mate stroke patent, mtv
mal Iring, asset with acsvees ot darfy
iving, room and board plus salary
accordtog to hours covered Cal Unda
for rterview at 624-2892 after 8 pm
Plenty ot study line Prefer Heath related student
Need a mechanic!!! Brake work,
engine work Done 20 years experience Student Discounts. Cal for free
1623-7335.
Richmond
Place
Retirement
Community (Located in Lexington oil
Exit 104) currently raring tor Dining
Room Servers. We otter excetent hours
and schedules to meat your needs.
Work from 4 pm to 8 pm and stl have
time for extracurricular activities.
Mrwnum starting wage of $8.00 per
hour. Apply in person to: 3051 RoDosa
Dr. (across from Charter Ridge
Hospital), Mon -Sat 8 30 am to 8 00
pm or cal (606)2696308. EOE - Drug
Free Workplace

Federal Security Openings. Ful and
Part-time positions available. Earn
money wrde you study. Cal (606)2253522 tor further detais
Work where the bear is better. Now
accepting applications tor at positions
Madrson Garden.

TORRENT...
Roommate needed to share smal
dean 2-bedroom downtown apartment.
Rent $l75/monti each. Cal Jaonta at
1572 tor more delate
Basement appt In Dacon HWs
estates, at uflrrjes included except
phone. Appt includes wood burning
stove, mini binds, w/w carpet ful
kitchen, bath, private eKianue on 2
acres, accex to sw*nmng pool, lots of
closet space, central heat & air, Cotege
Students Weborm. Contact Arnold or
Jason O 6260962 after 6 pm or emal BHMstOaol.com Subject Appt

Early Spring
Bahamas Party Cruse 6 Days $279!
includes Moat Mas* Awaeome
Beaches. r*gh«e! Panama Cay
Daytone, South Beach. Honda $129!
au^tubieakaavetoom 1-800-678^386
Cancun *
Specials! 7 rights At, Hotel, Free
Meste, Drinks From $399! 1 of 6 Smal
BMst— Raxgrtad For OuMaxftng
Ettosf spnrigbreaktravel.com 1-8006784366
Spring Bras* 2000 wfth STS- Jon
America's «1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Mexico. Bahamas, Crutess,
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus
reps. Cal 1-800648-4849 or vteft crane
O www.ststravel.com

MISCELLANEOUS-.
Start your own Fraternity! Zeta Beta
Tau is looking tor men to start a new
Chapter. If you are tasroated in academic success, a chance to network
and an opportunity to make friends in
a ncn-ptedgiig brotherhood e-mail:
zbtOzbtnational.org or cal John
Stemen at (317)334-1898.
WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW
QOODMENt Spetm donois needed
Al races. Ages 21-35. $300 per donason Cal OPTIONS National Fertaty
Registry (800)886-9373.
Free Information: Lie without the pain
of Arthntjs or FbromyakjB, 24 hr. recorded message 1-888-276X3884.

To place a classified ad
call the Eastern Progress at 622-1881
Do you have a degree?
Would you like to teach adults?
Winchester
Pan time day
downtown
or evening
location
flexible hours

Call (606)744-1975

Join Us For

AEROBIC
KICK BOXING
Jennifer Martin, Instructor
Certified Kick Boxing

CORNER OF FIRST & MAIN
606 624 2200
THIS WEEK I QUEITION:

What year was
Spam invented?

First United Methodist Church
Fellowship Hall on Main Street

BE THE FIRST ONE IN TO ANSWER
THE QUESTION CORRECTLY AND
WIN A FREE T-SHIRT!

152 N Madison Ave. 623-9720

Free Parking

ONI WIN Pit CUITOMEIt
Ml SEMESTER FliAII

V 1 ■ * ■ I o n ii.i

Thursday Nights
beginning Sept. 9th
5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
$2 per class

LAST WIIK't ANSWIt:

Boonesboro
LAST WIIK't WINNIR:

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Red House Baptist Church
2301 Red house Rd.
Phone: 623-8471 or 624-1557
Sun. School 9:40 a.m.
Sun. Worship 10:50 a.m., 6:00 p.m.,
F.O.C.U.S. (Fellowship Of Christian
University Students) Sun. 6:00 p.m.
Episcopal Church of
Our Saviour
2323 Lexington Rd.
Phone:623-1226
Sun. 8:30 a.m., 11 a.m.
Sun. School 9:30 a.m.
Church of Christ
Goggins Ln. (W. Side I-75)
Ride: 624-2218 or 623-2515
Sun. 9:30,10:20 a.m.
& 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m.
Bible Moment: 624-2427
First Presbyterian Church (PCUSA)
330 W. Main St

Phone: 623-5323 or 623-5329

Eastside Bethel Baptist
1675 E. Main St.

Phone: 624-9464
Sun. School 9:30 a.m.
Worship 10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Services for hearing impaired;
Nursery & Extended Session for
PreSchool Children at all Worship
Services
Faith Created Assembly
of God
315 Spangler Dr.
(Behind Pizza Hut on Bypass)
Sun. Worship 9:00 a.m. and 10:45
am, Wed. Worship 7:00 p.m.. Call
623-4639 for more informatiorVtransportation.
Harvest Family Fellowship
621 S. Keeneland Dr.
Phone: 624-8620
Sun.Worspjp-tO^i.m.
Wed.BtWej»*|yXp.m.
Sat.Qutffl B):iap.m.

Sun. Worship/Bible Study 9:30 &
10:50 a.m., Wed. Small Group B
Study 6:30 p.m. Services i
for deaf and handicai

(no charge)
Call for transportation.
Richmond Church of Christ
713WMainSt.

Phone: 623-8535

Richmond House of Prayer (Full
Gospel Church)
330 Mule Shed Ln.

Phone: 623-8922 or 624-9443

St. Stephen Newman Center
405 University Drive
Phone: 623-2989
Sun. Mass 5 p.m., Sunday
$1 at 6 p.m.,
Wed. 7 p.m. Inquiry
becoming Catholic, Wed.
Newman Night for all si

Tonya Chism, Combs Hall,
reported her cellular phone had
been stolen from her room.

Rosedale Baptist Church
411 Weslover Ave.
Phone:623-1771
Sunday School 9 a.m.
Worship Sun. 10:15 a.m.,
6 pm Wed Prayer Service 7pm

Unity Baptist Church
1290 Barnes Mill Rd.

Phone: 624-9646

Church School 10 a.m.
Sun. Worship 11 a.m.
Wed. Dinner 6 p.m.

James Martin, Campbell Building,
reported a computer had been
stolen from the Campbell Building.

Trinity Missionary Baptist Church
2300 Lexington Rd.
Phone: 624-9436 or 623-6868
Sun. 9:45 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m.
Wed. Youth* Prayer 7 p.m.

First United
Methodist Church
401 West Main*St.
Phone: 623-3580
Worship Services Sunday 8:30 a.m. &
10:50 a.m., Sunday School 9:40 a.m.,
Wed. Night Live Dinner 5:15-6:00
p.m. with small groups from 6:00-7:00
p.m.Kick boxing classes held on
Thursday nights 5:30-6:30 p.m.

Sun. School 10 a.m. ,Sun. Worship
10:45 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m.
Transportation available

William Chuy, Palmer Hall,
reported a hit and run accident in
Commonwealth Lot

Now hiring students! Part-tine second shift clerk posston. Apply in person
at Dairy Mart, 229 N. Second Street or
946 Cornrnefoai Dr.

TRAVEL-

SAUSAGE
Madison
rarden

Aug. 20
Timothy King, 26. Richmond,
was arrested and charged with
driving on a suspended license.

Clint
A.
Wellman, 19.
Catlettsburg, was arrested and
charged with riding a motorcycle

your own hours Sel Kodak
Spring Break 2000 Trips. Highest
CortwTission - Lowest Prces. No cost to
you. Travel FREE ndudng food, drink &
non-stop parses!!! World Class
vacations 1999 Student Travel Planners
Top Producer- & MTVS CHOICE
(Spring Break Cancun Party Program)
1-800-222-4432

Ask Steve to
serve up his
HOT ITALIAN

Sun. 9 & 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m.
Coronets for Christ meet
2nd & 4th Thurs. at 8:30 p.
on 2rd floor of Powell Building

Aug. 24
Brian Milbrath, Richmond,
reported his bicycle had been
stolen.

$25+ Per Hour! Orect sates reps needed NOW! Market crsdl card appt
Peraon-to-person Commissions avg
S250-5fXVwk. 1-800651 2832

HUNGRY?

Aug. 22
Clifton O. Burbridge, 31.
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with turning right on a
red light at an area marked no
right turn on red, second-degree
driving under the influence of
alcohol and driving with a suspended license.

Virginia King, Powell Building,
reported someone had entered
the storage area of the first floor
of Powell Cafeteria and attempted
to break into a safe there. The
safe had been damaged.

rensy acoeptng appicseons tor at poav
tons. Please apply in person at \"SS>
AtweBoorMboro Road 200*00 pm
M-F 527-6620 EOF

Madison Hi Christian Church
960 Redhouse Rd.
Phone:623-0916
Sun. School 9:45 a.m.
Worship 10:45 a.m.
Wed. Wave 6:00 p.m. (Labor Day-

Vlemorial Day)

Church fPCA)

First Alliance
1405 Barnes
Phone:624-98;
Suoegflfcwl 9:
SerWes^O:
Youth
p.m.

(office}
j: 623-6600,(into line)
! School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10 45
JH0i ng Worship 6 pm.
Christian Student Fellow
i.nyneeiat Djpel Bo
tm

rvice 8:30 a.m.,
a.m.
Worship 11 am.

HWII.Tton

QChurch
om Arlington

nita;
I GeojflTSt.
eeting and
Ication for Chi
a.m. For inform
Fountain Park (
5000 Secretarial
Phone:623-3511

Sun. School 9:45
Worship Service
Sunday Evening I
Wed. Prayer Service 7:00 pm.

White Oak
(Disciples of Christ)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd.

Church

Phone:623-6515
Sun. Worship 9 a.m., 11 a.m.
Coffee Fellowship Sun. 10 a.m.
Sun. School 10:15 a.m.

L
«.

£*

.'.
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Salary: most
employees
received a 4
percent raise
from the front

Y2K problems coupled with
the implementation of the new
Banner system also pushed the
university to raise the salaries,
said President Robert Kustra.
Some employees got raises as
high as 38 percent
The salary adjustments last
year are all part of an effort by
Eastern to make us more attractive in the marketplace. So we get
the very best administrators as
well as faculty," he said.
"If you underpay people, you'll
get what you paid for," he said.
Twice, salary adjustments
were recomended for the computing departments, but both
times they were overlooked,
Keith said.
Eastern had not kept up with
increasing wages that go along
with technical positions, like the
ones in the Information
Technology and Delivery
Services, said Vice President for
Administration and Finance Doug
Whitlock.
T As the school hired new people to work on programs like the
Banner system. Eastern's new
computer system that will handle
much of the university's databases beginning in the fall, administrators realized they couldn't get
quality employees for the salaries
they were offering, Whitlock
said.
When they started offering
more competitive salaries, the
seasoned employees in those
areas were being paid equal and
ill some cases less money than
people newly hired, he said.
- In one case, a 10-year
Eastern employee with an engineering degree, was making the
s*ame as a new person hired
rjght out of school, Whitlock
said.
i "I think we would have been
wry unfair and generated some
moral issues in that area at a time
vje could really ill-afford it," if
salaries weren't raised, Whitlock
said.
+ "In my mind it was very justifiable and if we had to do it
again, we'd do it again," he

HEY
YOU!

Get youi voice
on tin EDGE.
Call Paul Fletcher
at 622 IHHl
*

These employees also received increases greater than 10 percent.

Tht it^onty •* EWtmt faoAy w naff
utml m»iiMH 4 trnrn m
WttM wxirty waOg ■MSI 0* fciwWWH
*0

□

Proportion ol

0-5%

501-10%

IMt10%

Monica Santa-Teresa/ProoTM*

said.
But the increase caused some
morale issues in
other
Departments
at
the
university
Susan Luhman, the former
director of student financial assistance, resigned after she tried to
also bring her staff up to what she
felt was a comparable salary to
what others in similar positions
earn.
Luhman, who had worked at
Eastern for 22 years, said she is
sure the people in Information
Technology and Information
Services deserved the raise, but
so do several other people in the
university, who she saw as underpaid.
The members of the computing department were compensated for their technical ability and
skills. She asked that her staff,
who all received a 4 perc#nt
increase, also be compensated for
what they knew.
"With the complexity of financial aid, I felt my staff deserved
this as well," she said this week
from her home.
But the money wasn't the only
reason she left. She said she tried
several times to convey her message about what she felt was a
necessary increase for her
department, and no one wanted
to listen.
Merging the several offices
paid for the salary increase,

" With the compexity of financial aid, I fert my
staff deserved
this as well.
Susan Luhman,
former director of
student financial
assistance
»
Whitlock said. Although no one
was Tired under the new plan,
some positions that were vacant
did not need to be filled, he
said.
He said consolidating the several departments into one office
also saved a lot of money in operating costs.
Whitlock said ITDS did not
ask for any additional money
from the president or the university for the raise, and none
of the extra increase came
from the general pool for raises.
The majority of Eastern's
employees received about a 4 percent pay raise — the amount the
state gave the university for salary
increases. Everyone at Eastern
was given an across the board 2
percent increase, and the other 2
percent was given to department

Total Body Tanning

kDindex
Academic Computing A6
Adoptions of KY
B4
Aerobic Kickboxing
A4
Alpha Gamma Delta
B4
Applebee's
A7
BetaThetaPi
B4
Big Lou's
A6
Bigwords.com
A8
•Botany Bay
A6
•Check Exchange
A6
:Church Directory
A4
.Contour's Express
B5
Eastern Athletics
A7
First Gear
A4
First Methodist
A6
Food Services
AS*.
Grand China Buffet * A7 \
jntramural Sports
B7 *
Kappa Alpha Theta
B4
KY National Guard
B2
Little Ceaser's
B2
Madison Garden A4, A6.B4
Metabolife
A7
Merle Norman
A7
Multi-cultural Office
A5
Napoli's Pizza
B3
Oceanfront Tan-In
B2
fC Systems
B5
Picture Perfect
B4
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A6, B4
Ramsey's
B5
Recordsmith
A7, B4
Richmond Mall Movies B2
A6
Sassy Fox
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Sera-Tec
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Serendipity
South Porter Car Wash AS
Sonny's Bar-B-Q
B5
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A6
Stoneworth
A6
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A2
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B4
Subway
B2
Textbooks.com
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Total Body Tanning
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University Book & Supply B7
University Cinemas
B2
Versity.com
A5
Winchester Literacy
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Wize Auto
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Greater than 10

for 1999-2000

636 University Shopping Center
Richmond, KY

employee
current salary percentage increase
Bruce Hill
$6,595
49 28%
Linda Kuhnhenn" $75,000
46. 91%
JannaVice"
$71,835
35. 39%
Robert R. James"$54,607
25. 60%
Rodney Rhodus $40,638
25. 26%
Kevin L. Mionor" $79,383
22. 94%
Maureen Everett** $62,988
22. 57%
Onda Bennett** $85,000
22. 56%
B. Afsah-Mohallatee** $33,150
20. 55%
Benjamin Bayer $50,000
18. 90%
Dominick Hart** $96,000
18. 89%
Charles F. Turpin $39,958
18. 87%
Harold Smith
$46,390
17. 13%
Laura Jones
$29,990
16. 53%
Leon Hart
$25,274
16. 44%
Russell Enzie*
$95,028
16. 32%
Virginia Falkenberg* $73,552
15. 86%
Paul Blanchard** $82,209
15. 12%
James Tanara
14 22%
$30,179
Craig J. Pippen
$32,792
14. 22%
Lana W. Gibbs
$32,532
13. 42%
$38,762
Rick Cox
13. 08%
Steven Falkenberg $63,853
13. 06%
Margaret J. Dean $39,275
12. 37%
12. 10%
James Dantic
$32,640
Gregory Lemons $42,424
12. 03%
Dan Robinette*
$72,699
11. 68%
11. 38%
Donald Greenwell $78,574
10. 93%
Glenn Kleine*
$79,989
Barbara McMullin $30,000
10. 37%
10. 29%
Jaleh Rezaie**
$76,709
10. 10%
John F. Jewell
$43,059
Gary Janicke
$50,762
10 02%
10. 00%
Robert Kustra
$165,000
'Increases calculated from nine month base salary
** Increases includes administrative promotion
chairs to divide among the staff
baser) on merit evaluations,
Whitlock said.
Kustra. who received a 10 percent raise, bringing his salary up
to $165,000, said when compared
to its benchmark institutions,
Eastern already has the highest
paid faculty, so there was no
need to increase their pay any
more than the standard 4 percent.
High salaries, Kustra said, is
what gives Eastern "first pick" at
the best faculty in the area.
But that caused some administrators to start looking at their
own paychecks.

"When you wear that badge
of distinction, it doesn't take
long for administrators to ...
come into this office and say
'wait a minute. We might have
the highest paid faculty, but
what about the administration
and classified employees'," he
said.
Kustra, who received a 10 percent increase himself, said the
increase was necessary.
"It's only fair that this university compensate people in academic
computing at a fair market rate
and that's what we did," Kustra
said.

Tuition: state
tells schools to
aggressively
collect fees
from the front

said.
Kustra said the change had
two purposes: to determine
"who our students really are,"
in other words which students
actually showed up as
opposed to students who are
still on registration lists
because they haven't withdrawn yet, and also to get students to show some financial
responsibility.
Linda Kuhnhenn agreed that
the idea is responsibility.
"We're asking students to be
responsible — to let us know
that they're here and that
they've made a commitment to
pay the fee," Kuhnhenn said.
Coincidentally. the day of the
notification was also the same
day a study was released from
the state accounting office stating Kentucky's public universities needed to more aggressively
collect their fees. Eastern was
specifically cited in the report as
a university that needed
improved fee collection.
"That was an amazing coincidence to receive that letter and
read the newspaper in light of what
they are doing here," Kustra said.
Allgier said the new policy has
already been effective in reducing
late accounts. She said the number of people who hadn't made
arrangements by the deadline was
less than half those in the same
situation last year.
"So, there has been some
progress made," Allgier said.
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E.K.U. BLACK EXPO 99

WELCOME BACK EKU STUDENTS!
"Keep your summer tan all semester long.'

FREE
Tanning Visit
Buy single visit get
your next visit
FREE!
please clip and bring coupon
limit 1 coupon per customer

expires 9/20/99

Tanning Rates

1 visit - S 4.00
6 visits - $ 18.00
10 visits -S 24.95
12 visits -S 35.95
18 visits -$44.95
25 visits - $ 55.00

Ask about our
EKU STUDENT DISCOUNT PACKAGE
payment plans available
g24-9351 open 7 days, call for an appointment 624-9351
walk-ins welcome

Thursday, September 2,1999
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

needed:

Campus Operational Manager
• Earn great money
• Excellent resume builder
• Flexible schedule
• Gain Management and Marketing experience
apply online at www.versity.com
email your resume to: jobs@versity.com
fax your resume to: 734/483-8460
or call: 877/VERSITY ext. 888

(837-7439)

virsitycom
Study Smarter

11:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.
"GET INVOLVED"
Powell Plaza
Come on out and get involved!!! Information will be provided on our predominately Black clubs and organizations. This information will include how
to become a member, when and where the organizations meet, and provide
you an opportunity to ask questions of th leaders for these groups. There will
also ne representatives from campus departments and organizations seeking
to increase minority representation in their programs and activities. This
event will take place in the area located between the Powell Building an the
Bookstore - follow the music.
7:00 P.M.
"FOOTBALL GAME"
Roy Kidd Stadium
Come our and support your EKU COLONELS!!!! Eastern Kentucky
University vs. Kentucky State University. Cheer on our Colonels as they compete against the KSU .Thoroughbreds, the only Black college in the commonwealth of kentucky. Half-time entertainment will be provided by the EKU
Marching Colonels and the world famous KSU Marching Band. The football
game an the half-time show will prove to be an exciting event. Admission to
the game is FREE for EKU students with valid STUDENT I.D.
After the game "CONCERT & AFTER PARTY" Keen Johnson Bldg
A CONCERT & AFTER PARTY will be held immediately following the
game!!!! This event will give you an opportunity to meet new students and
renew old friendships in a party atmosphere. The all inclusive admission
price for the Concert & After Party is $3.00 for EKU students with valid
STUDENT I>D> an $5.00 for non-students.
For more information contact the OFFICE OF MULTICULTURAL STUDENT SERVICES - 622-3205
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'A beautiful, beautiful animal9

CQ&C/065&

BEFORE

3

&

AFTER
THE GAME

^Fine
Consignment

Clothing Jor Women
628 University
Shopping Center,
Richmond
624-2253
Moa.-Fri.l0im-5J«M>-

Madison
Garden
V

S*. II U».-4 pJB.

'Sow accepting fall/winter'

1 KIIGI III

152 N Madison Ave. 623 - 9720

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALIZING IN JAPANESE
Oil changes, repair oil leaks, heating & cooling problems, brakes, shocks,
tune-ups. electrical repair

BIG LOU'S
SHEAR PERFORMANCE
127 S. Estill Ave. Richmond. KY 625-1153

THE BOTANY BAY

HCMp COMpANy

Don Knight/Progress
Jason Ashcraft, a sociology and psychology double major from Louisville, lifted the Burmese python found in Lancaster parking lot Friday. The
snake, which had been run over by a car, died Saturday. An autopsy will be done to find out the snake's exact cause of death.

Snake found in parking lot dies
BY SHAWN HOPKINS

.

News editor
Eastern's most massive, scaly
new visitor had an unfortunately
short stay.
A nearly 6-foot Burmese
python that was caught in
Lancaster parking lot Friday died
Saturday, presumably from being
crushed by a car. Eyewitness
Beth Fowler said the snake hid
under her car after being run
over several times by another student.
"She thought it was a copperhead," Fowler, a freshman

English major from Irvine, said.
Jeff Cantrell, supervisor of
pest control for facilities services cooperated with public
safety and professors from biological sciences to catch the
snake. Cantrell caught the animal in a pel carrier he keeps for
pest control.
"I get maybe three of these a
year," Cantrell said. "Not usually
this big though."
Cantrell said the snake acted
as if it were injured in the parking
lot. It was also bleeding from the
mouth.
In the back of the facilities

services truck Cantrell was driving, the snake appeared docile
and attempted to hide under
newspapers in its carrier. One
student attempted to pick the
snake up and asked if he could
have it. Although no one was
injured Cantrell didn't mince
words when asked whether or
not this type of snake would
bite.
"Yeah," he said.
Charles Eliot was one of the
professors who caught the snake.
Early on it seemed the only thing
wrong with it was a mouth infection, and Eliot said it was unfortu-

nate it died.
"It was a beautiful, beautiful
animal ... but apparently it was in
a very weakened state when we
found it," Eliot said.
The herpetology department
will do an autopsy to find out
exactly what killed the snake. It
was being held in Moore Building
unless someone claimed it. If not,
the department intended to turn it
over to a pet store. Eliot and
Cantrell both believe the snake
was most likely a pet that was
either abandoned in the lot or
escaped from someone's car or
nearby house.

Three halls get sprinklers, Keene still waiting
More than $2.4
million spent
BY JESSICA WELLS

News writer
From the newly remodeled
Fountain Food Court to the convenience store in Martin Hall,
there certainly seems to be a lot
of changes at Eastern.
New sprinkler systems have
also been added to Palmer,
Commonwealth and Telford
halls, but Keene Hall was left
out.
"I don't feel too good about
that," said Keene Hall resident
Sidney Fowler, a junior computer
science major from Harlan. "We
might have a fire."

Over the summer Eastern
installed more than $2,413,598
worth of sprinklers in three
dorms.
The plan was to install sprinklers in all four dorms, but
according to James Street, director of facilities services, the market conditions changed and one
dorm had to be cut from the budget.
Keene Hall, a male dorm located
on the far side of campus, was
dropped. Most of its residents were
unaware.
"I wasn't aware of it," said
Bryan Dunaway, a sophomore
forensic science major from
Stanford. "But I feel safe; fire
alarms go off all the time."
By law, all dormitories must be
equipped with fire alarms. But

according to Street, sprinklers are
another story.
"In some cases, halls have not
had sprinklers for 75 or 80
years." Street said. "They've
been protected with fire alarms.
Sprinklers are not required by
law."
While most students said
they felt protected by fire
alarms and were not too worried
about going up in flames, some
students were a little concerned.
"I went to Murray last year
where all that stuff with the fire
and sprinklers happened," said
Derrick Jackson, a sophomore
police administration major
from Fulton. "I don't feel too
safe."

Some students don't even consider whether or not sprinklers are
a necessity for a residence hall.
And some said they wouldn't move
even after discovering their residence is unequipped with sprinklers.
"I wasn't too concerned
about sprinklers," Fowler said.
"I was just looking for a place to
live."
For those students who are
concerned and feel unsafe, they
may soon be able to calm their
fears. Keene Hall will have sprinklers next year.
"The overall thing that I
would like to stress is that
Eastern did take a very aggressive position in installing sprinklers," Street said
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Who: All University Students
What: Wednesday night Live dinner
Where: First United Methodist
Church downtown on Main St.
When: Sept., 1,5:30 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall

Why: To meet some fun people and learn more about
what FUMC has to offer you during your years at EKU

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
STONEWORTH
SHIRT
CO., INC.
for
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SCHOOL LOGOS - MONOGRAMS - CLUB DESIGNS
PERSONALIZATIONS - GREEK CRESTS - HATS & MORE!
MON-SAT 10-9
SUN 1-6

623-6852

PRE-PAID PHONE CARDS
AS LOW AS

SOCIETY OF
PROFESSIONAL
JOURNALISM
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YARD SALE

612 Eastern Bypass
Richmond, KY 40475

COMPUTER
LAB
WORKERS
NEEDED

J

SATURDAY 8 A.M.
AT
DONOVAN ANNEX

RICHMOND
MALL

Sr£J3?t

Academic Computing Services
is looking for qualified students to work
in our newly opened 24 hour computer laboratory
located in the Extended Study Area of the Crabbe
Library. We are especially interested in students who are
willing to work between midnight and 8am.
If you are a "night owl" and like to work on
computers, then this is the job for you.
Stop in Combs 207 Monday through Friday,
8am to 4:30pm and fill out an application.
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Chris gets student

lit

presidency

Boy with hearing problems now
listening to senators at first Student
Association meeting Monday
in student senate.
BY SHAWW Bowom
/
"It's really important that
Newsedhor
everybody feels like they're welStudent body president Chris come," Pace said.
Most of the student senators
Pace speaks warmly about
the book his mom wrote are new to the job, with many former seiuuore nrt returning
about him.
1 have real positive feelings
"If• a 100 percent true story,"
about the senate as a whole,"
Pace said.
"Chris Gets Ear Tubes" is a Pace said. "I really think we have
children's book with illustrations a great mix of people."
There was optimism'during
(which Pace said actually represent a composite of pictures of his the meeting, especially during
brother) written by Pace's mom, student senator introductions.
More than
Betty Pace.
half of the stuSixty thoudent senators,
sand copies of " I have
as they introthe book are
duced thembeing distribselves, said
uted, along with
thejr wanted
an ear treatto be a stument, to docdent senator
tors by
a
to "make a
Japanese phardifference."
maceutical
ate as a
Not much
company. It's
happened during
about
how
whole. I really
the actual meetPace, who said
think we have
ing, however.
he was five
Vice President
years old at the
treat mix off
for
Student
time, had a
Affairs Thomas
medical proceMyers unveiled
dure done to
Chris Pace, an artist's concorrect
his
student association ception of the
hearing.
"All the kids
president new Student
Services
before would
Building. This
say stuff and I
$20
million
couldn't hear
them right,"
building, paid
United for
Pace said.
for with state
United Way
Pace rememfunds, is intendbers the details
ed to be one1:7-9 p.m.. Sapt 7
of how doctors
stop shopping
Powell Plaza
corrected his
for all students'
hearing
by
registration,
inserting tubes
financial aid,
in his ears, a
and other needs.
1 tonsilrgical procedure.
It will sit in the location of
He even remembers what hap- O'Donnell Hall and Ellendale
pened to them when they had Hall. Myers said construction
served their purpose.
could begin this fall.
"After a couple of months they
Rodney Tolliver, Student
just kind of fell out," Pace said.
Association vice president, spoke
about United for United Way, a
collaboration between the Student
Looking to listen
Pace hears fine now. At the Association, the Residence Hall
first Student Association meet- Association.
Intrafraternity Council and the
ing Tuesday he asked a student
senate, mostly made up of new Panhellenic Council. The organifaces, to come to him with ideas, zations hope to raise 10 million
suggestions and grievances.
pennies, or $10,000 for the United
He also encouraged them to Way. The event will be held from
try to involve everyone on campus 7-9 p.m. Sept 7 in Powell Plaza.

w

life is complicated
enough... lose weight
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: 15%°°
only at

Richmond MaS
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90 count only Nol valid with any ottiar otter Expires 9/30/99.
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Chris Pacs's mother wrote "Chris Gets Ear Tubes" when he was 5year-old. Pace said the book is a true story about ear troubles he had.

"We're having a cookout,"
Tolliver said. "This is for students
to get to know who we are and
what we offer them."
He said it was the first time all
four organizations had collaborated on such a project
*1 think this will get you interested in an organization, maybe
find out you want to join," Tolliver
said.
Pace is also, because of his student body presidency, the new
student regent He said one of his
main objectives is to try to keep
tuition low when it is reviewed
this semester.
"It's going to take an extreme
amount of justification to convince hie we need to raise
tuition any more than it is," Pace
said.
There was a committee, separate from the Board of Regents,
established to look into the tuition
issue, which includes Tolliver.
Tolliver has said the committee is still in an early phase and
looking at its options.
Pace said he was trying not to
dwell on the controversy over

Buy one entree
get a FREE
appetizer!

how he got to senate.
Last year there were two
motions made accusing him of
campaign violations, including
overspending on his campaign
funds and campaigning too close
to the election booths.
Though there was an
attempt to get the election
declared invalid, the end result
was a censure motion in which
Pace and his vice president
Tolliver were both publicly censured.
They also lost their student
body president and vice president
scholarships.
Though Pace can contest the
loss of the scholarship, he said
he would let it be at the
moment.
"As of right now that's a moot
point," Pace said.
He said, however, that he
still disagreed with the decision
and the manner, a hearing
before the entire student senate,
in which it was reached.
"All I'll say is that whole
process was an absolute injustice," Pace said.

Exp. 9/26/99

Happy Hour Special
All students receive a 10%
discount on food items from
10 p.m. - close with student I.D.
624-1224 Eastern ByPass
Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m. - midnight
Sun. 11 a.m. -11 p.m.

DC
UFFE
OVER
100 ITEMS
DAILY
<
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EKU STUDENTS Meet MecdtUe QGM*!
— SMl^

recordsmrth

*33ack Student*!
10% off with EKU ID

/uAtrr STUDENT
BTITTYRNT PRRT.AMR
GIANT
PREGAME TAILGATE PARTY
4-6 PM at the Alumni Coliseum Lot

Monday to Friday 10:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. $4.99
Children under 12 • $2.99

t

right! EKU and Surge Invite you to show your school
ith the Coloneb as EKU takes on Kentucky State
7:00 PM. There will be plenty of activities before the

Be the I'. -1 on campus
to check out the
Ne« Video Scoreboard!

Pre Labor Day
Clearance
Sale
Candles 50% Off
All Aromafloria Items:
Candles, potpourri, bath gel, etc...
)f

'.Dinner

POSTBcS / T-SHWTS / STICKERS

Monday to Thursday 4 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. $7.50
Children under 12-$3.99
Friday to Sunday & Holidays 4 p.m. ■ 10:30 p.m. - $8.50
Children under 12-$3.99

WE PAY CASH FOR
YOUR CDs & TAPES

Saturday, Sunday & Holidays 10:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. - $6.99
Children under 12 - $2.99

Crunch

882 EKU Bypass next to Krogers 624-3888/624-2788

FREE FOOTBALL
SEASON TICKETS!

Wl

Be the first to call 622-1881 with the
correct answer to all four questions
and you will win SEASON TICKETS to
ALL of EKU's football games this year.

50% off

sponsored by
PThe Eastern

I

1. Which EKU coach is the 3rd winningest coach in
NCAA Division 1 and 1-AA sports history?

All Archipelago Aromatherapy
Candles 50% Off
All other Candles Lines
Greenleaf, Scentations, Colonial

2. Which EKU coach is starting his/her 36th
year as active head coach?
3. What are the first two words in the name of
the stadium on Kit Carson Drive?

25%osf
Carriage Gate Shopping Center
839 EKU By-Pass, Richmond, KY
624-9825
nute

4. Who is going to coach the EKU Colonels to
victory tonight against Kentucky State Unive

Gift Wrapping!

Call 622-1881 right now!
Winners will be announced next week. Two pairs of tickets a

i
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RHA hears concerns of high
food prices, other issues
HowoNt
N«ws editor

BY SHAWM

Monday's Residence Hall
Association meeting was a chance
for questions. Some were directed
at food services, others at housing, and others at the purpose of
RHA itself.
The meeting started with a
visit from David Freeland, of the
Aramark Corp. that has taken
over food services. Freeland
expressed a desire for student
input on the changes that
Aramark has made.
"I'm sure you probably have
quite a few," Freeland said.
Most of the students' questions
had to do with high prices in the
Fountain Food Court. For example, there was concern (hat the
coffee was too expensive at the
Java City restaurant. Freeland
said that was the nature of the
franchise.
"That's pretty much the standard pricing you would find at any
Java City," Freeland said.
Freeland said that although he
was aware there were problems,
Aramark was adapting to running
Eastern's food services.
"Each day the operation gets a
little smoother, we're processing
customers a little faster,"
Freeland said.
The nearest upcoming food
service events are the opening of
the Burger King in the food court
Sept 7 and the opening of a convenient store and Blimpie sub
restaurant in the former Martin
Hall cafeteria.
Freeland said this restaurant
and convenient store will be
stocked with items that have
proved popular across the country.
"Maybe what the top sellers
are across the nation aren't what
the top sellers here are, but that's
something we can adjust as we go
along," Freeland said.
Freeland also answered questions about the roach problem
Aramark inherited along with
Powell Cafeteria. He said
Aramark was still using Allrite
pest control, the pest control company recommended by the health
department, and hadn't had any
major bug problems.
"I think they actually did a really good job," Freeland said.
Freeland said that Aramarks

Powell operation was inspected
by the Madison County Health
Department over the summer,
and scored a 93 They will be reinspected as soon as all their restauraunts and operations are in
place, which Freeland said should
be about a month from now.
RHA awi
RHA also grappled with its
annual problem, reminding people that they exist.
Part of the meeting was spent
discussing RHA awareness week.
According to RHA president
Chris Bullins, RHA will spend
next week on events designed to
increase student recognition of
the organization.
"RHA is the governing body for
the residence halls and the people
that live in them," Bullins said.
As such, according to Bullins,
RHA is the place for students who
live on campus to go to propose
changes to the way halls are run
and organized, and to find out
what is happening with the halls.
"RHA awareness week is a
weeklong process where we let
people know that we're here and
what we do," Bullins said.
The event runs from Sept 7 to
Sept 10. It includes many events
such as cookouts and RHA open
house meetings, plus Casino
Night and a concert called Rock
the Ravine held, appropriately
enough, in the Ravine.
Change is partly accomplished
through proposals that any student can bring before RHA.
This is exactly what RHA member Amber Devine, a sophomore
communication disorders major
from Oldham County did when
she asked the RHA to consider
changing the floors in Combs Hall
that are now not 24-hour open
house, floors 2 through 4, to 24
hour open house.
Devine said she had spoken to
the women on her floor and none
of them wanted the non-open
house situation, and that most of
them had simply been placed
there.
"We want them to make at
least two out of three open
house," Devine said.
RHA passed a motion to look
into the matter, mainly to make a
count of the number of women on

RHA awareness
: Sept. 7-10

those floors in Combs who want
24-hour open house.
RHA actually has no power to
make a decision on the matter, but
can pass a recommendation on to
the student affairs committee.
Mary Ann Begley, director of
residential development said she
was aware of the problem.
"I can tell you from a housing
standpoint that we are already
looking in to this. This is not
something we're going to sweep
under the rug," Begley said.
The problem is that changing
the situation this way takes time.
In the meantime. Combs women
will either have to live without full
open house or ask for new room
assignments.
"I know it's got to be done, but
I wish it could go through housing
and be done with it" Devine said.
RHA is also collaborating with
Student Association and other
groups on United for the United
Way, which aims to collect 10
million pennies for the United
Way. They even have a wishing
well made for the occasion.
"I don't know if I'm going to
count them or what," Bullins said.
RHA also approved unanimously its yearly budget, which
this year totals $9,565.
This includes money for conferences, RHA programming, \
awareness week, and the Colone(J—-J
Cable Channel.
RHA treasurer Stephanie
Carrel said that although the
amount of money received was
the same as last year but some of
the budget items had been moved
around.
Specifically programs, awareness
week, and conference money was
decreased, while other costs, including a program called the Presidential
Recognition Fund was added.
The Presidential Recognition
fund includes money for an
awards banquet and other presidential awards to be given out by
the president throughout the year.
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► Inside Sports

Louisville transfer QB
Gary Gumm and the
football squad collide
with Kentucky State
tonight Are the
Colonels ready?/B6
B4
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www.cheaters.com VICE

Cheating. What is it exactly, and how
far can the term's definition be pulled
and stretched? If cheating is cutting
comers, then yes, I've done it If s not
something I'm proud to admit, but I'm
guilty.
I've caught myself, in that desperate
attempt to make the highest possible score
on a test or quiz, glancing
at my neighbor's paper.
It's tempting. And you
know what? In some way,
shape or form we are all
guilty. Think about it
I can remember being
the Superman of cheating
in middle school. It was a
sport of sorts. Although, I
know what you're saying
— "I've never cheated in
SHANE WALTERS
my entire life on anyGobbtttygoop
thing." You know what I
ssBBBBBaBBsasi
say: bull. Just because
you weren't a champion glancer like
myself, I bet there have been instances
where corners have been cut

cut MMIM ol corners
Everyone looks for the easy way out
Everyone. College students don't want to
read. And if they say they do, they're lying.
Leisure time reading doesn't count. I mean
reading textbooks. Who writes these
things? Most read like instructions to a
new hi-fi VCR
Anyway the point is, if we had the option
of either reading the entire version of
William Shakespeare's "Hamlet" or reading
the trusty Cliffs Notes version, which
would the average college student read?
The Cliffs Notes — no ifs, ands or buts
about it
Go ahead. Call me stupid, but I'm right.
Cheating is cheating, or basically cheating
is cutting comers. When a student goes to
a tutoring center to get help, is that cheating? Yes. We are taking information from
another source in an attempt to use it as
our own.
Whether it's tutoring for math or
English, it's fraud. A paper proofed by a
tutoring center is not the real deal. It's your
thoughts and then some. Extreme? Maybe.
But, remember, your definition of cheating
may be different than mine.
If someone you know has the notes
from a lecture class that was offered last
semester and you use them for tests and
quizzes this semester, that's cheating.
Those aren't your notes. You're cutting
comers again. It's not fair for someone to
sleep in class while everyone else takes
notes. And you know what?
Those individuals who have notes from
a previous lecture always brag. "Yeah man.
I've got the hook-up. Ya wanna peek?"
Hook-up or not, it's still cheating.
Want to get even pickier? What about
when a student uses one of those hi-tech
calculators for Math 107 class — that's
cheating. The student isn't doing the problems — the calculator is.
Let me tell you, those calculators can do
some funky stuff. An individual can store
formulas on these massive things that can
be used during a test. That's like writing
the answers on the palm of your hand. You
know what? That's cheating.
Oh, here's a juicy one. What about using
tests from a previous semester in a class
this semester as a study guide. The answer
is: duh, uh, duh — cheating.
Professors change their tests every
semester, but from time to time tests from
the previous semester can find a warm and
cozy home in our folders. "Ya know, as a
reference."
Bologna. It's still cheating.

a The Kleenex
Sometimes
instructors have
tissues on tie*
dsek. This mainly
works after a tew
people have
turned in their
exams. So, during
an exam make
like you are sick:
cough, gag, blow
your nose, beeicaty do anything
togrveyouan
excuse to get up
and take a tissue
from the teacher's
desk. But white
you're up there,
sneak a peek at
the tests people
handed in already.

Photo Illustration by Corey Wilson/Progress

Online cheat sites offer students
pre-written term papers, essays
Accent editor

Schoolbytes
<http://www.schoolbytes.com/>
IBSUIIV
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I'm a cheater, you're a cheater,
everybody Is a cheater
So who's to say cheating is writing the
answers to a test on the bottom of your
shoe?
The definition of cheating depends upon
the cheater. My definitions may be different than the majority of the campus community, but hey, I'm a cheater in rehab. I've
been there and done that.
Yeah, I have the shakes from time to
time when my neighboring source of information happens to nudge his or her paper
too close to the corner of the desk. It's like
a drug; subconsciously, it just happens.
Maybe it's just me. Although I still
struggle to keep my eyes on my own paper.
I'm doing better.
By the way, all the other forms of cheating I've mentioned involving cutting corners — I've done them all, too.
Oh, I almost forgot According to the
student handbook, two of the five cheating
instances I mentioned are violations under
university academic policies.
Of course it's using previous notes,
quizzes and tests.
I suppose I'm just a cheating junky. I'm
guilty. So. to begin rehab — "Hi, my name
is Shane..."

to write a paper on Hitler and they don't know
where to start, they can. get some ideas from
our database of papers. We in no way promote
or generations, writing term or encourage these students to download
ipers has been a major source of them and hand them in as their own work.
anxiety and frustration for college, Ihat's a real waste of college tuition. Think of
students, if not the ultimate home- us as an online study group, that shares ideas.
work nightmare. But for those There's nothing wrong with sharing ideas."
Along with offering term papers and
with an Internet hookup, help is
essays, Schoolbytes offers plot summaries —
just a few links and clicks away.
The modem Eastern student who is in des- a type of Cliffs Notes. Saldanha said colleges
perate need to fake a term paper doesn't have feel threatened by the summaries' similarities
to search far. All a student has to do is go to with standard Cliffs Notes.
"As for our plot summaries, this is where
the right Web site, where online papers can
either be bought, ordered or downloaded for colleges and universities look like the big hypocrites," Saldanha said. They take offense to
free — or for a small fee.
Jungle Page, for instance, may do the job. our free plot summaries, yet they stock their
Want a 10-page "professional prewritten bookstores with all kinds of Cliffs Notes. 1
essay" on "Racism among America's youth?" guess since we are free, we might take away
Simply hand over $19.97, and the essay is some business from their bookstores, and
then theyll have to raise tuition again."
yours.
Despite Schoolbytes' disclaimer stating
Genius Papers offers students access to
pre-written papers for an entire year for a one- written permission must be obtained to download the papers, The Eastern Progress was able
time fee of $9.95.
But if price is a problem, Web sites, such as to acquire two essays from the online term
Schoolbytes, offer term papers and essays paper site.
free. Under Schoolbytes' legal disclaimer, the
Making the grade?
plot summaries, papers and other information
One of the papers taken from Schoolbytes
contained on this site are intended only as
study aids. Schoolbytes does not guarantee was entitled "To Wait. Or Not To Wait." an
the accuracy, currency or completeness of English essay on the delays the main character makes over thinking through situations in
these materials.
Also according to Schoolbytes' disclaimer, William Shakespeare's play "Hamlet"
Deborah Core, a professor in Eastern's
"under no circumstances does the online company have any liability to any person arising English department, agreed to critique the
out of the use or misuse of the materials con- essay on "Hamlet." According to Core, the
paper was worthy of a passing grade, but she
tained on the site."
Students must receive permission in writ- was wary about a quote used from A.C.
ten form from Schoolbytes' owner, Buffalo Bradley at the beginning of the essay.
"In English 211 and 212. I just grade stuUnited, before materials can be copied, reproduced or distributed in any form or by any dents with a check plus or a check minus."
mechanical or electronic means. The dis- Core said. "The paper would probably get a
claimer is meant to combat any legal situa- check in a 211 class, but I would be curious
about the quote."
tions brapght against Schoolbytes.
Besides the concern with where the stuThe Eastern I*rogress was unable to reach
Schoolbytes by phone, but a representative dent may have received the quote. Core said
offered this advice about the online site via c- there were some mechanical errors throughout the essay, but for the most part, it could
mail.
"We offer term papers for students to use pass for an Eastern student's paper.
as a reference source," said Schoolbytes representative Mark Saldanha. "So, if someone has See Cheat/Page B4
BY SHANE WALTERS

Jungle Page
<http://www.junglepage.com/>

rznru*Welcome To The All-New Genius Papers'

Genius Papers
<±ittp://www geniuspapers.com/>

■ The Buddy
System
This Is an old
method that stM is
undetectabte. SH
next to a friend
who knows whet
is going on in
class, or pay
some stranger off,
and take the test
next to this person. When they
finish, which wM
be way before you
because you
haven 1 got a due
as to what is going
on, have them sit
back and hold
their exam up so
you have full view
of their answers.
■ The Crib
Sheet
There is always
the age-old
method of using a
crib sheet. To do
this you need to
take a tiny piece of
paper, say smater
than a index card,
and jam every
piece of information you think wi
come in handy on
it. Bring it to the
ex-Ti and keep it
hidden either with
the exam papers
or in the palm of
your hand.
BDoubtemirrt
Before ths test
write alttw information you think
you w* need, and
even some you
donl need, on the
inside of your gum
wrappers. When
you get stuck,
reach for a piece
of gum, chew and

Source:
<www. cneetnouee
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Gridiron Colonels begin season
When
7,tonight

Where
Roy Kidd
Stadium

Cost
Eastern students
with ID will be
admitted free.

Eastern will salute Richmond and
Madison County and the College of
Arts and Sciences tonight at the
Colonels' season-opening home football
contest against the Kentucky State
University Thorobreds.
Fans are encouraged to bring their
pre-game tailgate parties to Alumni
Coliseum parking lot prior to the
salute and game.
Several local restaurants will offer a
variety of food items for sale.
The contest also will mark the debut of
a new state of the art scoreboard with
video replay capability.
The salute is the first in a series of special events planned for each home football
game this season.

TODAY

Andrew PatlersorVProgres»
Eastern's Corey Crume dashes up the field during Eastern's bout with
Kentucky State University last season at Roy Kidd Stadium.

FRIDAY

11 a.m.
1999 Black Expo
Powell Plaza

6 p.m.
Parents' Night Out
Baptist Student Union

4 p.m.
Colonel Battalion
Change of command
Keen Johnson Building

5 p.m.
Tailgate party
Baptist Student Union
Alumni Coliseum parking lot

TUESDAY
6 p.m.
RHA social mixer
Powell Plaza

SATURDAY

5 p.m.
Tailgate party
Eastern salutes Madison County
leaders
Alumni Coliseum parking lot

Track

Eastern men's and women's cross
country vs. University of
Kentucky and University of
Louisville
Lexington

6:30 p.m.
Beginning cake decorating
Perkins Building, Room 209
7 p.m.
Giles Gallery exhibition opening
Art faculty biennial
Giles Gallery, Campbell Building

WEDNESDAY

MONDAY

7 p.m.
Eastern vs. Kentucky State
football
Roy Kidd Stadium
7:30 p.m.
Willie Nelson
free performance
Red Mile, Lexington

little

6 p.m.
RHA Rock the Ravine
Ravine

Holiday
Labor Day
No Classes
RHA
Awareness Week begins

RICHMOND

623-0771
WE DELIVER!

Billboard Hot
100 Top 10
Billboard's Top 10 as of today

♦«

1. "Bailamous,"
Enrique Inglesias
2. "Genie in ■ Bottle,"
Christina Aguilera
3. "Summer Girls,"
LFO
4. "Unpretty,"
TLC
5. "All Star,"
Smash Mouth
6. "Bills, Bills, Bills,"
Destiny's Child
7. "Where My Girls At?,"
702
8. "Smooth,"
Santana Featuring
RobThomas
9. "If You Had My Love,"
Jennifer Lopez

7:30 p.m.
Women's Studies
Sharyn McCrumb, novelist
South Room, Keen Johnson

10. "Someday,"
Sugar Ray

9 p.m.
Rush Orientation
GriseRoom, Combs Building

Source: Billboard Hot 100
<http://www.billboard.conv'
charts/hot 100. asp>

»

ONE
LARGE 14"
SPECIALTY
PIZZA

CHOOSE 5 TOPPINGS OP SUPREME,
CHEESER, MEATSA OR PIPPEPONI.
CAIIY OUT N WIIWKD MUS MX fXftlR N 30 DAYS

♦«

AA

TWO

an* MEDIUM 12"
PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE & 1 T0PPIN6

ADD 10 WINGS**a
Oltf OUT M DEltVHTD flUS TAX EWIHS ■ 30 IMS

Don't Lose Your

With

NEED CASH TODAY?

KENTUCKY
NATIONAL
GUARD

Precious
Parking
Place

Tuition, books
and supplies left
you broke?
Donate
Life Saving Plasma.

FREE COLLEGE

WE DELIVER!
624-9241

$20 cash
paid on

TUITION
'

- II I ■ ■

■

I

your first

Plus up to
475.00 month
Part-Time

Students returning within the first 2 weeks after
school starts can be eligible for new donor bonuses.

OFFICER PROGRAMS
LIMITED OPENINGS

Delivery Hours:

CALL

Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m.-9 p.m.

visit!

Stop by Sera-Tec,
292 South 2nd Street, for details

•

I -600 GO GUARD

On the Corner of Second & Water St.

OCEANFRONT TAN-IN YOU CAN'T GET
Largest Tanning Salon
in Town!
Twelve 30-min. Wolff Beds
and
One Hex stand-up unit

NEW LAMPS!
Bring this ad in and get
. 10 visits for $25
Expires 9/20/99

519 Leighway Drive
L

623-8993

on the EDGE

UNTIL WE
LET YOU

NEXT
THURSDAY.
■The Eastern
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► Intramural Sport*

A Novel Idea

Intramural athletics
can shape up students Appalachian author will kick off lecture series
BVJAMEHOWAHD

Assistant accent editor
Some Eastern students may
find it hard to stay in shape. The
division of intramural programs
has the answer to their problem
— sign up for intramural sports.
And exercise is only one benefit, according to John Jewell,
director of intramurals.
"It's a good opportunity to
meet people, have fun and it also
helps with social interaction,"
Jewell said.
Team sports offered are flag
football, soccer and volleyball.
Some of the other special events
are volleyball doubles, four-onfour flag football, Homecoming
Run Race Day and the Canaan
Valley ski trip.
A team captain or representative is responsible for signing up
and forming teams. He or she
must form a team roster and go to
the office of Billings and
Collections to pay a refundable
$20 entry fee.
Then the representative must
take the receipt and roster to the
intramural office by the deadline
date and attend team manager
meetings.
Team manager meetings are
held after the deadlines for each
event During the meetings managers pick up their team's schedules and learn about the intramural rules.
The meetings are important
because all teams in attendance
will receive a "Win" that counts
toward playoff eligibility.
In order to be eligible for play-

«

It's a good
opportunity to
meet people,
have tun and It
also helps
with social
interaction.
John Jewell,
director of intramurals

Roaerrs
ers in the Smoky Mountain area
Assistant accent editor
of North Carolina 100 years ago.
McCrumb said her storyBest-selling author Sharyn telling
ability comes from her
McCrumb will kick off a new
series of lectures that will honor great-grandfathers, as well as
Appalachian women involved in her public speaking ability and
overall love of the Appalachian
various arts.
The event begins at 7:30 Mountains.
McCrumb describes her
p.m., Wednesday in the South
work as "Appalachian
Room in Keen Johnson
quilts." She said she
Building.
takes
legends, balMcCrumb has written
lads, rural life and
15 novels and numerous
tragedy and weaves
short stories that have
them together into a
won her acclaim from
complex narrative
both critics and readers.
that in addition to
She has also won several
telling a story also
awards for her work.
paints a truer picture
McCrumb was honof her beloved region.
ored in 1997 for her outMcCrumb will disSharyn
standing contribution to
cuss the Appalachian
Appalachian literature by McCrumb is
roots of her writing
the Appalachian Writers the first
during her lecture,
speaker
in
the
Association.
which will be followed
She has received the Appalachian
by a reception for fans
Best Appalachian Novel women's
to meet the author
Award twice for "Lovely lecture senes. and have their books
in Her Bones' (1985) and
signed.
"The
Hangman's
McCrumb will also participate
Beautiful Daughter" (1992).
in an Appalachian workshop
"We invited her to come Thursday with Charlotte Ross, a
because we knew she has folklorist and storyteller from
tremendous appeal with her North Carolina.
readers," said Isabelle White,
The workshop will provide
Eastern's director of women's students a chance to work with
studies. "Her writing fits into the McCrumb and Ross in an interseries."
active setting.
McCrumb's writing celeFor more information on
brates the history and folklore of future women's lecture series,
the Appalachian region. Her contact Isabelle White at 622great-grandfathers were preach- 2913.
BY JAMES

»
offs. a team must win 50 percent
of its regular season games.
At the end of the season champions will be awarded an intramural championship T-shirt.
All Eastern faculty, students and
staff are eligible to participate in the
program with the exception of varsity athletes who hold varsity status
and any professional athletes.
Any ex-varsity athlete must sit
out one year before he or she is
eligible to compete in intramurals.
In case of any violation to these
rules, ail the games in which the
player participated must be forfeited.
The division of intramurals is
always looking to recruit anyone
who would like to serve as a
sports official. No experience is
necessary, but you must be willing to learn.
If you are interested or have
any other questions, contact the
intramural office at 622-1244, or
stop by Begley Building, Room
202.

Art department announces
fall semester events, activities

Fall Intramural Schedule

PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

Contact the intramural office at 622-1244 for answers to any
questions pertaining to intramural sports.
Event

Sign-up deadline

Flag football

Sept. 3, 4 p.m.
Sept. 17,4 p.m.
Oct. 22, 4 p.m.

Soccer

Volleyball

_
^

Dozens of cultural events are
scheduled this fall at Eastern.
They include student and faculty
concerts and recitals, plays, a
musical, art exhibits and other
events.
Dates and times are subject
to change. Patrons are urged to

• "^beii JluHCMei- &ue>upday
• A £<VKje Vcvuettf. of,
Jlomemade £<Mtfx4

SB

Home of the FolcJover
and 12 Super Sub

200 S. Second St - Suite 12
Richmond 624-0333

• Real Gappu<xU*uy4.

Sept. 1, Music: Joyce Wolf,
faculty voice recital, afford
Theatre, 8 p.m.
Sept 7-28. Art: Faculty Biennial
Exhibit, Giles Gallery.
Campbell Buildmg
Sept 10, Music: Johnathan
Martin and Rob James,
•
faculty trumpet and percussion
recital. Brock Auditorium, 8
p.m.

watch or listen for further
announcements or call ahead to
make sure events have not been
rescheduled. The respective
department numbers are: music,
622-3266; art, 622-1629; speech
and theater, 622-1315.
All events are open to the
public at no charge unless otherwise noted.

NflPOLI

Stop by for classic sandwiches done the right way!

September Events

Large

ai&«

oSS-

Topping

S

Sept. 22, Music: Kids Gala.
Brock Auditorium, 9 am. and
11 am.
Sept 23, Music: Mick Sehmann,
faculty horn recital, Brock
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Sept. 290ct. 2, Musical
Theether: "A Grand Night for
Singing," Gilford Theatre, 8
p.m., admission $6, call
622-1315 for tickets.

12"
SUB

10"
|
Foldover ]

$3.50

P,ZZA

$5.00

_$5,PQ

Pica, Zesty. Maafcal. Turiay, BIT.
Ham s Cneese. Vegetable

Piua. Zesiy. Mealtal. Taco, Bll. Mam a Cheese. _
Vagatatte. Chaaaaturgat

I NAPOLI PIZZA

NAPOLI PIZZA

vfhd w*h any otr>«r oftw or discount

any o«rt*x otter or discount

NAPOLI PIZZA I

Richmond 624-0333

Richmond 624-0333

Richmond 624-0333

f

"""* wfltri any otfwr oft* or oHcount^ev

^offe*. 1<x Gleam <uuL%eL\ •

enoi
X^

6M frHiaeAAiU ii

Gente*

$5.00

$5.00

Omar *tti Game Bread and aria salad

I
f

X Large
Toppin
PIZZA

Baked
Spaghetti

624-5400

NAPOLI PIZZA

N«v*Kl«^mO»JcrtjJI^M»KgUrtB

No^2*^2^nmhmi^kj'jK^st^ ^-fty JMT1 JOTjiu flprjuruiL'djacDuo^ftt'

Now open for lunch MTWF 11 a.m -10 p.m.

»33

VV

Thursd. 11 a.m.-2 a.m.

NAPOLI PIZZA
Richmond 624-03:
624-0333

COPY EDITOR
Copy editors are by far one of the most important people at the Progress. We need a person
has a good knowledge of English and grammar
and who love to pay attention to detail.
Salary based on experience.

SPORTS WRITERS
Writes game stories, sports news and features
for sports section. If you love football, volleyball, cross-country and sweat, please apply.
Pay $30-$15.

ONLINE EDITOR
Manages Virtual Progress, the web site of The
Eastern Progress, at www.progress.eku.edu.
Responsible for uploading stories and photos
for the online environment and generating new
initiatives for the internet environment.
Creative, visually oriented persons should
apply. Familiarity with HTML, web design,
English a plus. Pays $40 week.

STAFF WRITERS
We need people who like to interview people
and write stories and see their byline in print.
Doesn't pay, but that byline looks so good
every Thursday. Plus it is a plus for your
resume and portfolio. And you can actually
earn l credit hour if you enroll in JOU 302
Newspaper Practieum.

ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
Sells advertising space to Richmond and area
businesses. You need a car, an ability to communicate effectively, and a passion for explaining why advertising in the Progress is the best
way for a business or service in Richmond to
succeed. Pays 8 % commission and mileage.

STAFF ARTIST
If you are serious about art, don't wait for the
comic books to call you. Get a head start
drawing opinion and editorial cartoons for
Richmond's largest and most read newspaper.
Pays $20 week.

Come to our EDITORIAL STAFF MEETINGS. They are every at 3:30 p.m. every
Thursday in Donovan Annex 117.
The ADVERTISING STAFF meets at 1:30 p.m. every Wednesday in Donovan Annex 118.

■The Eastern
T%iiie
uasiATii
^„
117 DOnOVan AnneX
U**./A.flf Vf\ O .O

r i ogress 622-1881
fc^ j www.progress.eku.edu

' A

NAPOLI PIZZA
Richmond 624-0333

^a*^c4 \

Open Sat.-Sun. 4 p.m-10 p.m.

WE ARE ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
IMMEDIATELY FOR
THESE AND OTHER POSITIONS;

Large ^^

TACO
SALAD

$3.50

$10.00

Sarvad wti Garfc Bread

NAPOLI PIZZA
Richmond 624-0333

„XSK««

Free Delivery Area Limited
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Cheat: Web sites jeopardize students' skills
FromBI

Deborah
Cora, an
English
professor,
critiqued the
online essay
To Wait Or
Not To Wait."
Core said the
paper was
worthy ot a
passing grade.

Douglas
Rogers, a
mass communications
professor,
critiqued the
online analysis
-Biblical
Themes."
Rogers said
the paper was
of a C average.

"It's not outstanding, and actually that
makes me not suspicious," Core said. "But
I think there are some markers in the
paper that raise concern."
Core said she would probably approach
the student if a paper like the one obtained
from Schoolbytes was turned in as an
assignment.
Although Core was amazed by how
many sites there were on the Internet offering pre-written papers, she said professors
can prevent such activities from occurring.
"We've always had a problem with plagiarism," Core said. This is a bigger scale.
Professors should give extremely precise
assignments as well as ask students to submit photo copies of research with larger
assignments."
Reading and writing, according to Core,
are fundamentals every college student
should have to struggle with in an English
211 or 212 class — without help from the
Internet
"My impulse is to say, students should
not do this," Core said. "Teachers have
said for years, cheating gets you nowhere.
It's really important for students to wrestle
with what they have read in class and not
to have help from the Net"
The second paper obtained from
Schoolbytes was entitled "Biblical Themes,"
an essay based on the movie "Pulp Fiction."
The essay relates "Pulp Fiction's" concept
of law and justice to the Bible.
Doug Rogers, an assistant professor in
the mass communications department critiqued the second essay taken from the
online site. Rogers teaches a film genre
class at Eastern.
"As an analysis paper, I would give it a
C," Rogers said. "It's passable, but there is
nothing outstanding about it The analysis
is shallow. It uses no commentary from
critics or research other than from viewing
the film. It's of poor scholarship."

GET
THE
POINT?
Get out
your dorm
room,
get a job
and

Rogers said students should be aware
that most of the information on the Internet
is nothing more than "hot air."
"It always bothers me when someone
substitutes a search engine for a paper,"
Rogers said. "People are swallowing whole
the results the search engine returns to
them."
In 14 years of teaching, Rogers has
expertise in the field of broadcasting and
running the business part of a radio station.
With an advantage in the mass communications held, Rogers said he still is not a "tot"
expert" Something students should rea"
about individuals writing "Wt m papers
online is that they are not experts either.
"Anyone can put up an Internet page,"
Rogers said. "People are just shooting off
their mouths — based on my research.
Don't swallow it whole. What makes their
opinions correct?"
Rogers said he stresses on his syllabuses for his students to do their own work
and feels his precise assignments make it
harder for students to cheat.
Whether Eastern students decide to use
online term papers and essays as their
own, the penalties are harsh, if caught
Students can be expelled and or suspended if caught plagiarizing, cheating or assisting in any form of academic dishonesty
according to the handbook for students.
Online cheat sites are so easy to access
and papers are so easy to download, students at Eastern could easily cut and paste
an online paper as their own.
"I wouldn't cheat and I don't think other
people should do that," said freshman
Jessica Schenk, a native of Lexington. "If s
good to have access to sites like that as
long as it's not intended to be used to
cheat What's the difference asking a friend
about the same information? People
shouldn't turn those kind of papers in as
their own work."

Beta Theta Pi
Fall Recruitment 1999
September 13-17
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

GET
A
LIFE!
Apply
today at

The Eastern
*»» .prrjfTt'pvrlui «i

Palmer Lawn
Keene Hall Volleyball
Fountain Food Court
Meditation Chapel
Bid Day
Powell

7-9
7-9
6-8
7-9
Building

"The choices you make dictate
the life you lead"

117 Donovan Annex

recordsmith

PINK FLAMINGO
Laundry & Tanning
Back to School Specials
Dry Cleaning
Drop Off Wash
Mon-Thurs
7:30 a.m.- noon 75*
noon-10 p.m. $1.25
Fri-Sun$1.25

i tew Oi iu jsed
POSTERS / T-SHRTS / STICKERS

WE PAY CASH FOR
YOUR CDs

Single Visit
Assorted
Packages
Available

623-0076

620 BIG HILL AVE.

GO
EKU

Adoptions of Kentucky, Inc.
Where Families Come Together
• Are you pregnant?
• Unable to parent
at this time?
WE CAN HELP!
• Counseling Provided
• Pregnancy expenses
paid
•You choose loving
parents

FOOTBALL
Madison
Garden
• A * > O » I I I

152 N Madison Ave.

623-9720

Call Toll Free Day (800)542-5245
Evening (606)820-4091

Kappa Alpha Theta
would like to recognize our new members.

April Adams
Krystal Browning
Leslie Cartmill
Sallee Chrisman
Emily Combs
April Dixon
Miranda Drury
Mindy Faust
Candice King

Tara Lowder
Elizabeth McNay
Amber Moyer
Kristin Ratliff
Liz Richardson
Rose Saner
Lauren Sundberg
Kelly Wells

-

"the kites, that's right, we're Kappa Alpha Theta!"

622-1881

Alpha Gamma Delta
proudly announces their new members:
Kimberly Schilling
Amanda Eads
Kirstie Ruble
Leah Wells
Elaine Ho
AmyThlOlIIcfS
Brandy Hagan
Kristen Greer
Julie Nickell

Alicia Berginnis
Lindsay-Proski
Dana Craig
Adrianne Grahai
Jessica Fortney
Heather Bosler
Dana Hamilton
Moira Bagley

Tve never been caught in an
indoor snowstorm.
I've never actually seen beer
bottles play football.
F ve never been windsiirfing
with the 'beautiful people'.
Mostly, I just wonder
who actually lives like this?
Growing-up watching TV, it
seemed like all anyone ever did
in college was get totally
wasted and have sex.
We should've known that reality
would be way different
Don't buy into the sales hype.
Join real life.

,arn

»tsafe

****»

EKU Substance Abuse Cofnmittee

»

v

r

L
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Warriors of Virtue

$5 OFF

DON'T GET
CAUGHT
WITH
EMPTY
POCKETS!

m%
CHECK EXCHANGE
NF I O OIJICK CASH'

625-1403
Call now to schedule a
FREE visit
2150 Lexington Rd.
Harpers Square
Photo submitted
Touchstone Pictur**' The 13th Warrior" is based on Michael Cnchion's best-selling novel 'Eaters of the Dead."

BY DAHKL PBEKOPA

Contributing writer
In what is probably the last big movie
of the summer, Antonio Banderas stars
in the action-packed "The 13th Warrior,"
based on the novel by Michael Crichton.
Banderas plays Ahmed Ibn Fahdlan,
an Arab emissary who is banished from
his homeland after an affair with a
woman. He is sent to the North with
friend Melchisidek, played in a cameo
by Omar Sharif. When the two meet up
with a band of Norse warriors, it is
Melchisidek who translates the northern language for Fahdlan and enables
them to become part of the group.
Soon, a messenger boy appears
bringing news of a kingdom in peril
from an unspeakable horror. The Norse
warriors are asked to aid the kingdom
in fighting this evil.
Through the guide of an oracle, 12
warriors are chosen. The oracle states
the 13th warrior chosen must be a foreigner to the Norse, thus Fahdlan is
unwillingly elected the part.
After learning the Norse language
during the journey, Fahdlan and the
band of warriors led by the courageous
and witty Buliwyf (Vladimir Kulich)
arrive at the kingdom to face the evil.
The evil turns out to be an army of cannibalistic men who believe they are
bears. They even wear bear masks and
claws. After discdfering that fighting
the army at the kingdom is hopeless,
the warriors search out the army's lair
to finish their mother and leader and

[*** 1/2
• (out of (our)
Star*: Antonio
Banderas,
Vladimir Kulich
Director: John
McTiernan

■

Distributor:
Touchstone
Pictures
Rating: R

Soundtrack:
Available on
Varese
Sarabande
; compact discs

end the evil once and for all.
Director John McTiernan ("Die
Hard," The Hunt for Red October" and
"The Thomas Crown Affair") shows
great pains in recreating the time and
setting. His directing is crisp and
refreshing. Like most of his films, he
gives a good blend of humor and
action. Though mostly noted for the
more intellectual thrillers, McTiernan's
latest film is just a good romp.
One of the few scenes that shows
McTiernan's art of intelligent directing
is Fahdlan learning the Norse language
purely by observation. As he watches
them speak, parts of their speech
become English, until finally everything
is spoken in English. This is a very well
done and difficult scene to portray.
The only problem with the film is the
chaotic production. Crichton, unpleased
with McTiernan's handling of the project, took over, renamed it from "Eaters
of the Dead" (the title of his novel) to
"The 13th Warrior" and moved the
release date back. The film, though well
made, does have the sense of an incomplete masterpiece. It's like Crichton
stopped McTiernan in the middle of creating a great work of art and filled in the
holes. However, this does not ruin the
end result.
A fun film to watch, "The 13th
Warrior" is one of the best big movies of
summer, right up there with "Star Wars
Episode 1" and The Mummy." This
film is definitely worth seeing.

Somt rastnesons apply
SlOOnnmutnitanaaclon
0r» ox <aa* wall coupon only

12-31-99.
.enter

623-'19-

Hours: M-F 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
3 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Sat 9 a.m. -1 p.m.

Ladies Only Fitness & Weight Loss Studio

Now Open in Harpers Square
FAST, FUN Ladies Only Fitness
Now in Richmond

Banderas' new flick is sleeper of fall
"The 13th
Warrior"

otiCoarg

Your Next
Payday Advance

Contours Express has just what you've been looking for:
•Comfortable ladies Only" environment

•Personal Instruction
•Proven weight loss system
•Breakthrough exercise system that strengthens muscles while you lose weight
•FAST & FUN only takes 29 minutes a few times a week
•Plus burn up to 600 calories in the meantime

STARCHED SHIRTS NOT ALLOWED.
Are you the t-shirt and blue jeans type?
Tired of wearing a uniform to work?
Stuffy corporate atmosphere not your style?
If so...Work for Ramsey's.
We need servers, bussers and cooks who are fun and
energetic. Benefits include - relaxed dress code,
competitive pay, flexible hours, paycheck every Friday,
supportive teammates, 1/2 price meals, and most major
holidays off. We are closed on Thanksgiving, Christmas
Eve and Day, New rear's Day, July 4th and Labor Day.
With 4 locations to choose from,
apply at the Ramsey's nearest you between
2 p.m. and 5 p.m. Monday thru Saturday.

492 East High St
4053 Tates Creek Road (Tates Creek Center)
1600 Bryan Station Rd. (Kroger Piaza)
3090 Helmsdale Rd (Brighton Place Shoppes, Corner of Todd's Rd. and Man-o-War)

|i|[J!IM.l^.tti|.lJJI|^LM.ld-JJJI.ldJbJi»k.>IJJ.,a.l

1WIZE
Tune-Up

■ Maintenance
Tune-Up

531 Big Hill Ave.
Richmond. KY

4ql

K $12

w,

•
•
•
•

't,

Replace Filter
Change Oil
Chassis Lubrication
Fill Fluid Levels
10 pt. Safety Check
Most Vehicles
Filter, Belts, and Hoses

Install Pads or
Most Cars &
Shoes
Light Trucks
Resurfaces
Rotors or
Drums
Repack
Wheel Bearings i
■ Metallic pads V3
Extra

R

LEXMARK.

MONDAY: ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Beef • Pork • Chicken* • Ribs

$5.99

"WeJIave Seen The Future, And It Works!"

THURSDAY: ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Bar-B-Q Ribs
$6.99

Academic Priced Software
KUOSSnlSM
M*<xifc. lass Pr.

$l».

wrnmniase
wf oeta was Vat
wrcMiw lass Pn

u».
i se».
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ViM And— t ID Reavtna.

Welcome Back
EKU Students!

P3450

l»(>400
•Ind Cetaon™ 400MHz Ptf>oasst»
wshMMX'-Ttchnotofy
•OGB Hard Dnvt • 4MB PCI Vntoo
'12MB RAM BtpandabM TO M: MB
■Man Tower Case
'Interns] 96k Voice'Fax/Modatn
•104 Keyboard ■ Mooaa St Pad
-Genuine SoundBlaster PCI Audio
•Internal 50x CD-ROM IJnva
•Stereo Speaker.
■Two Yen Warranty

•Intel Pentium* III 410MHz Proceseor
wtOMMXTechnolofy
•I0OB Hard Drrve -8MB AOP Video
•MMB RAM Expandable to '68 MB
•Man Tower Caae
•Internal l»k Voice Fax/Modern'
•104 Keyboard •Mouae A Pad
•Genuine SoundBlaster PCI Audio
•Internal 10x CD-ROM Drive
•Stereo Speaker.
•Two Yen Wentr'v

WI.„. WMM »ttfc tW« lyaaaaa MSPC TIM—1 all Software ■■■all 1 CD Sat wttk
raataraac A Ms., ome. **. Ceataaaa'a l*aa
Alb... 41 Marel

$799.—

FRIDAY: ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Bar-B-Q Pork.....
$5.99
SATURDAY: ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Bar-B-Q Pork
$5.99
•All white meat, add $1.

♦S. Mf.iScaa
at I
[■eyetapadta * Wartd

Richmond, KY
606-624-4499

$l;179.

Add a 15' SVGA Color Monitor $159
Add a 17" SVGA Color Monitor $249

mr Viewable Aresl
(Hf Viewable Arts)

•Founded in 1984, our company is stable, our products are reliable & our prices are competitive
•Local technical support -Fast reliable honest service •Excellent reputation for expert advice
•One business dav turnaround on warranty repairs or loaner
Our computers are custom built & serviced in Richmond -Our computers use standard parts
•PC Systems of Kentucky is part of a national chain bf computer stores
•90 days interest free financing available (on approved credit)

So What Are You Waiting For? Stop By And Check Out The PC Systems Difference!

461 Eastern By-Pass'Shopper's Village Richmond, KY«(606)624-5000

No Doggie Bags, Please.
1001 Center Drive,
(US 25 South)

ibbq.com

Why Customers Buy Computers From PC Systems

-Hill ■!■■ —.■«■»*
la*e»*M

$6.99

Visit our web site at http://www.pctytem9.net

■^HmearWi—Sbemlnn SnontoM
21 aAPflawdiaMianain-iliia*

■NOVELL
CRBAHVH.

$4.99

WEDNESDAY: ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Bar-B-Q Chicken*
$4.99

PC Systems

Founded in 1964
Richmond's Oldest
Computer Store

Intel

SUNDAY: ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Bar-B-Q Chicken *
$4.99

TUESDAY: ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Bar-B-Q Pork
$5.99

Drain radiator & cooling system,
$OQo8
check all belts, hoses and water pump.
^^
Refill with up to 2 gallons of antifreeze coolant.
Most cars and light trucks.

AetaaM DBJM •*

»■£•?.

$5.99

IRadiator Drain & Refill

KSylmmll r—r
CtmflmUmrri Ftr:
Hard Drives
Floppy Drives
CD-ROM's
Memory
Modem*
Tspe Drives
Motherboards
Video Cards
Network Adspters
Software, Cables
A More.

■■■

OQQO
624-Z99U

ftOA

Oil Change._pecia Brakes
s 49 88 U
88 includes:

[special Includes Most
| Cars & Light Trucks 8<* 91
Install Plugs
Set Timing
i Inspect Cap,
I Rotor, Wires, Air
Filter, Belts and
I Hoses

DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS
& SERVICE CENTER

tf

Co! EKU
Colonels.'
A>:<

Sports
B6 Thumb*. September 2,1MB

The Eastern

New
sports
editor
ready to
argue

Thorpbreds
seeking
revenge
Colonels face KSU in
season opener tonight
20th in the ESPN/USA Today
Division I-AA preseason top 25
poll, are looking to start the 1999
If there was ever a reason to be campaign on a positive note.
"I think it's a big thing to win
out for blood, the Thorobreds of
Kentucky State University might that first game. It doesn't matter
how you win. you just have to get
have a good one.
that first win under your belt," Kidd
After taking a good,
old-fashioned butt-whooping said.
The Colonels are coming off a
last year to the tune of 43-13,
the Breds may want to taste disappointing season of their
sweet revenge when they meet own.
Eastern finished with a lacklusthe Colonels at 7 tonight in Roy
ter 6-5 record and missed the
Kidd Stadium.
That may not be an easy task playoffs for only the second time
as they run into a Colonels' squad in 13 years.
The team's 4-3 conference record
that is eager to meet the 1999 season
with
a
could yield no
better than a
renewed desire
"I
think
it's
a
big
to be back in the
mediocre tie for
driver's seat at
fourth place in
thing
to
win
that
theOVC.
the top of the
This year, howOhio
Valley
first game. It
ever, optimism
Conference.
doesn't matter
runs rampant in
The old rivalthe Colonels'
ry, between the
how you win,
camp.
Colonels and
their in-state
"We've got
you just have to some
young
foes
from
Frankfort, was
get that first win guys out there.
revived last year
It'll be tough,
under your belt. but
after being dorI like the
mant since 1980.
Roy Kfdd, way this team
Last year's
has
come
head football coach together.
season opener
There
for the Colonels
of a
99 isteammoreatmossaw
them
explode for 43
phere
this
points against the overmatched year," Kidd said. "We've been
Division II Thorobreds.
practicing a long time. We're just
This year could be very differ- anxious to see what these guys
ent for the 'Breds. Last year's can do."
'
Thirteen starters, eight on
team finished 5-6 with four of
their six losses ending in double- defense and five on offense,
digit deficits.
return for Coach Kidd's football
Coach George Small and his Colonels for the 1999 season.
KSU team boasts nine returning
The defense, which is anchored
starters on offense and nine on by second team All-OVC choices
defense.
senior free safety Shawn Gallant
Eastern's defense will get an and senior tackle Jason Muchow,
early chance to prove itself as it will look to improve a defensive
meets KSU sophomore tailback unit that finished third in the
Alvon Brown.
league in scoring defense in 1998.
Brown gained 1,343 yards in
Senior linebacker Brad Folke,
eight games as a freshman last who led the team in tackles a year
year and is on the All-Southern ago. and junior linebacker Butch
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference Printup also return for the
preseason team.
Colonels on defense.
The Thorobreds' squad once
The returning defensive
again comes calling after an open- starters also include senior tackle
ing game win over Miles College Terry Thomas, junior end Shorty
under its belt.
Combs and sophomore lineIn the opener Saturday, the backer Nick Sullivan.
Thorobreds smashed out a 33-12
The defense is counting on a
win.
big boost with the return of senior
"The big thing that concerns safety Scooter Asel. Asel sat out
me is their experience. They have most of last season with a knee
good speed at tailback, and their injury after recording 67 tackles
offensive line averages better than for the Colonels in 1996.
300 pounds." coach Roy Kidd
Eastern's offense is more quessaid.
tionable than its defense, however.
The Colonels, who are ranked The duel for the starting quarterBY JAY JONES

Sports editor

Don Knight/Progress
Corey Crume cuts upheld looking lor running room during a scrimmage last week at Kidd Stadium. Crume is
returning as a fullback and is likely to be a key component in Eastern's running game.

back position was heated this
week after the announcement of
transfer Gary Gumm from
Louisville.
Gumm looks to inherit the No.
2 positifrn on the depth chart
behind starter Waylon Chapman.
An earlier shootout between
Chapman and his junior counterpart Chad Collins fizzled after
Collins injured his ankle in a preseason scrimmage.
The guys to watch on offense

are the two talented tailbacks junior
Corey Crume and senior Derick
Logan. The two backs rushed for a
combined 1,000 yards in '98 while
battling various injuries.
Logan will miss the first game
with another in a series of injuries
that have marked his career.
All-OVC guard Josh Hunter
will look to anchor the offensive
line, as junior Alexander
Bannister becomes the deep
threat at the receiver position.

Coach Kidd is counting on the
students to give the Colonels a lift
this year.
"We've got to get the students
back out there to support us like
they used to. With the new scoreboard and fireworks we hope to
do that," Kidd said.
The kickoff of the 1999 season is
scheduled for 7 tonight at Roy Kidd
Stadium. Tickets are on sale at the
Eastern Athletic Ticket Office in
Alumni Coliseum. Room 126.

QB transfer No. 2 behind starter Chapman
BY ANOBEW KERSEY

Staff Writer

The Colonels saddle up for their 1999
campaign with a host of young talent at the
quarterback position.
,
Waylon Chapman holds the starting
quarterback position and at backup are
junior Chad Collins and freshman Shedrick
Wright.
Joining the already talented roster is
Gary Gumm, a transfer from the University
of I-ouisville.
Gumm began practicing last Thursday
and is likely to dress for the opener
against Kentucky State University
tonight.
Gumm assumed the No. 2 position with
the Colonels after backup Collins sustained an ankle injury in practice last
week.
"No question that Waylon will start; he's
been having great practices and up until
now it's been between Waylon and
Collins." said I.eon Hart, offensive coordinator. "But Chad went down with a
sprained ankle,"
Chapman and the rest of the Colonels
will have a chance to showcase their talent tonight at 7 p.m. against the
Thorobreds
Will the fans see the much-talked
about (iumm in the opener? It's not definite yet, so they will have to wait lo find
out.
(iumm has had much experience as
quarterback and has been coached by

I-ouisville's Ron Cooper and Cooper's successor, coach John L Smith.
(iumm will be learning his third set of
offensive tactics in three years.
Can he handle the change in offenses? Eastern's coaches think the former
cardinal can.
"We think playing under two previous
coaches definitely works to Gumm's advantage," Hart said. "It has helped him learn
different offensive systems and given him a
lot of maturity."
Last year Chapman lost his position to
University of Nevada-Las Vegas transfer
John Denton, but it doesn't look like he will
lose it this year according to coach Roy
Kidd.
"Waylon is the starter and Gumm is No.
2," Kidd said.
The coaches are very impressed with
Gumm's attitude. They like his experience,
composure and his contribution to depth at
the position.
The coaches are also impressed with
the way the other quarterbacks have
welcomed (iumm into the system and
how they have helped him with the
offense.
"(iumm is doing well; his first day went
very well," Hart said. "We didn't do a
whole lot with him. but he is a quick learner and the other quarterbacks have been
helping him along, which is a credit to
them."

Gary
Gumm
warms up
before taking
his turn running the
offense
during a
scrimmage
at Kidd
Stadium last
week.
Gumm
transferred
from the
University of
Louisville
and is the
second
string
quarterback.
Don Knight
/Progress

When choosing a title for
what I hope will become .
a much anticipated week- *
ly column, I went through an ••
assortment of ideas. I knew it had to be something that would
demand attention from my read- __
ers and yet *J
encompass the m
entire sports £
world in no;:;
more
than ;j
three words. (It ~
should be obvi- £
ous by now that **
I tend to put a
significant •
amount of pres- ..
JAYJONES
sure
on
Sporlt Notion
myself.)
First.
I thought of some obvious ones
like "Foot Locker," "The Finish ;
Line" or "Allsports," but I didn't;
want the university's attorney to •
worry with a copyright infringement suit. I have taken media law
and I realized the serious problem m
that could arise from my little;
sports column.
Since ABC took "The Wide.
World of Sports" back in the '60s. '•
I couldn't use it either.
■•
"Out in left field" came to mind ■
next, but it has two major prob- ".
lems. It can claim only a relation- '
ship with baseball and it is often ■
used to describe a crazy person.
Who knows? Most readers of •
this column might agree this is a
perfect title when they realize my
opinion on a subject However, uiat
is the best part of my new position
as sports editor at The Eastern
Progress.
My opinion does
count— well at least to me it does.
Finally, I decided that the title really isn't significant as long as
the content is good. So, the final
choice was made after several •
seconds of torturous thinking: •
"Sportscenter." Just joking ... I '
know that one is out, too. The
title "Sports Notion" simply
means this is what I believe about •
sports.
For those who don't know me. my
name is Jason "Jay" Jones and I love
sports. When I say "1 love sports," I
mean sports are now and have .
always been a major part of my life.
Unfortunately, I can no longer ■•
participate because of a sportsrelated injury, but a bigger fan
couldn't possibly exist. I've played,
coached and spectated everything "
from badminton to volleyball. •
Sports are a way of life for me.
I look forward to shedding
some light on a world I know well:
the world of sports. I don't need
everyone to agree with me. I
don't even need everyone to like
me, but at least give it a chance.
If you like what I have to say,
tell me. If you think I'm full of
crap, tell me that, too. Just always
know it isn't likely my opinions will
change, and subsequently I don't
expect to change yours either. I
just want to raise a question or two. Next week I will attempt to raise a '.
couple of questions as baseball winds '.
down toward the October classic.
There are several possibilities. «
What kind of alcoholic mixture "
was being consumed when the Z
idea for a designated hitter first J
appeared on the table for discus- \
sion? And. why isn't Pete Rose 2
and his remarkable career hon- ;I
ored in Cooperstown?
I'm looking forward to arguing •
with you. Just make sure yours is I
a good one. Until next week, I'm L
Jay and that is my "Sports Notion." T;

► Schedule
Football
■ vs. Kentucky State (1-0), 7 ;
tonight, Roy Kidd Stadium

Volleyball

\

■ vs. Cleveland State, 2 p.m., "
Friday, East Lansing, Mich.
I
■ vs. Texas A & M 6 p.m..;
Friday, East I.ansing, Mich.
»
■ vs. Clemson 9 a.m., Saturday, 2
East I .arising. Mich.
£
■ vs. Michigan State 1 p.m.. I
Friday, East Lansing, Mich.
;

r.
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INTRODUCING THE 1999 TEAM
Identify your favorite Colonel
■eastern roster-

Don Knight/Progress
Coach Roy Kidd watches the stands fill with Colonel Club members
before a scrimmage last week.

No. Natne
Pos. Ht.
Wt. Class Hometown
1 Denck Logan
TB 60
220 ST. Chatham, Va.
2 Anthony Boggs
FL 5-9
176 Jr. Bardstown, Ky.
3 Matt Sharp
FL 5-11 185 Jr. Jackson. Ky.
4 Waylon Chapman QB 6-3
224 Jr. Jackson. Ky.
5 Maurice Clark
TB 5-11 205 Jr. Madison Heights. Va.
222 Jr. Lebanon. Ky.
6 Corey Crume
TB 6-0
7 Chad Collins
QB 6-1 200 Jr. Lake Forest. Calif.
9 Brent Hampton
FS 5-11 190 Sr. Cynthiana. Ky.
10 Jamie Flynn
K-P 5-10 180 Fr. Washington. III.
11 Jason Martin
K 6-2
215 Jr. Bakersfield. Calif.
12 Gary Gumm
QB 6-3
215 Soph. Louisville. Ky.
13 J. D. Jewell
FS 5-11 187 Soph. Bowling Green, Ky.
14 Luke Anderson
6-3 1/2 208 Soph. Sarasota. Fla.
15 Nick Sullivan
LB 6-2
222 Soph. Lancaster. Ky.
205 Fr. Atlanta, Ga.
16 Shedrick Wright QB 6-2
18 Alex Bannister SE 6-5
194 Jr. Cincinnati. Ohio
19 Tim Roberts
CB 5-10 173 Fr. Cincinnati, Ohio
190 Jr. St Louis. Mo.
20 Lawrence Walls SS 60
21 Josh Girdler
SS 5-11 177 Fr. Somerset. Ky.
22 Shawn Gallant
FS 6-1
200 Sr. Windsor. Ontario, Canada
23 Jonathan Jackson CB 5-11 175 Fr. Henderson, Ky.
24 Sunsett Graham CB 5-10 194 Fr. Homestead, Ra.
164 Jr. Stamping Ground, Ky.
25 Damien Hall
TB 58
157 Jr. Florence, Ky.
27 Kris Nevels
CB 5-9
165 Fr. Flemingsburg, Ky.
28 Aaron McKee
SE 5-9
205 Sr. Piano, Texas
29 Scooter Asel
SS 60
30 William Randle CB 5-11 175 Fr. Louisville, Ky.
31 George Taylor
CB 5-11 180 Fr. Crestwood, Ky.
33 Yeremiah Bell
182 Fr. Winchester, Ky.
CB 60
235 Sr. Florence, Ky.
34 Brad Folke
LB 60
215 Fr. Longwood, Ra.
35 Marcus Hopkins LB 6-2
37 Corey Pritchard FB 6-0
201 Fr. Louisville. Ky.
38 Chad Culver
FB 5-11 240 Fr. Thomville, Ohio
39 Thomas Morgan
FB 5-10 213 Jr. Lexington, Ky.
41 Tim Gibbens
LB 6-11/2 231 Jr. Tallahassee, Ra.
42 Jon Wilburn
FB 6-2
215 Fr. Somerset, Ky.
43 Adam Rader
LB 6-0
207 Jr. Westerville. Ohio
44 Billy Wright
LB 6-2
215 Jr. Louisville, Ky.

No. Name
Poe. Ht.
Wt. Class Hometown
45 Butch Printup
LB 60
212 Jr. Hamilton, Ohio
48 Kenneth Combs
DE 6-2
240 Jr. .Jackson. Ky.
50 Brett O'Buck
OT 6-4
281 Jr. Roswell. Ga.
51 Jason Crockett LB 6-1
214 Fr. Pineville. Ky.
52 Lewis Diaz
C 6-1
274 Jr. Miami. Ra.
53 Reggie Montgomery DE 6-1 270 Jr. Rowland Heights. Catif.
54 Chris Holder
C 6-2
293 Sr. Lancaster, Calif.
55 Jake Sims
C 6-5
250 Soph. Marietta. Ga.
58 Adam Green
DT &4
245 Fr. Louisville. Ky.
60 Chad Scott
OG 5-10 248 Soph. Louisville. Ky.
61 Kevin Harris
DT 6-2
270 Jr. Mims. Ra.
63 Mike Dunn
DE 6-3
240 Fr. Alexandria. Ky.
65 Clay Guillaume OG 6-3
260 Fr. Miami. Ra.
67 Keionne Mangram OT 6-2
292 Soph. Valley. Ala.
69 Brent Fox
OG 6-4
278 Soph. Cincinnati. Ohio
70 Charles Watkins OT 6-2
283 Sr. Pataskala. Ohio
71 Andy Miller
OT 64
280 Fr. Royal Palm Beach. Ra.
72 Jason Strothman C 6-1
300 Soph. Louisville. Ky.
73 Jacob Johnson
OG 6-3
300 Soph. Louisville. Ky.
74 Josh Hunter
OG 6-3
290 Sr. Myakka City. Ra.
75 Jason Muchow
DT &©. 285 Sr. Merritt Island, Ra.
77 Ben Willis
OG 6-3
270 Fr. Georgetown. Ky.
78 Saint Martin
OT 6-2
275 Fr. Murfreesboro. Tenn.
79 Howard Jones
OT 6-2
289 Soph. Ft. Lauderdale. Ra.
80 Nick Towns
SE 5-10 170 Soph. Albany. Ga.
82 Tyrone Browning FL 6-0
185 Jr. Evansville. Ind.
83 Antonio Brooks TE 6-4
225 Fr. Lexington. Ky.
84 Tom Mabey
TE 6-2
241 Jr. Fairiawn, N.J.
87 Tom Drennen
TE 6-2
225 Fr. Port Richey, Ra.
88 Chad Carpenter DT 6-5
250 Jr. Bloomington, Ind.
90 Joe Herbert
DE 6-3
228 Fr. Westport, Ind.
91 Anthony Watson TE 6-3
244 Sr. Atlanta. Ga.
92 Chris Thurman
DT 6-0
273 Soph. Rome, Ga.
93 Graham Trimble DT 6-3
255 Fr. Corbin, Ky.
96 Brad Thomas
DE 6-1
235 Fr. Centreville, Va.
97 Randy Lawrence DE &0 1/2 240 Soph. Titusville. Ra.
98 Terry Thomas
DT 6-2
270 Sr. Rint, Mich.
99 Nick Hill
DE 6-1
240 Fr. Miami, Ra.

Kidd starts 36th season with veteran staff
"We go Into every ballgame with the philos- "We want to bo an aggressive, get-upophy that we're gonna take what they give the-field, get-after you typo of defense.
us. Our goal Is to bo as balanced as wo can We want to do a great Job of disguising
what wo do ... more or less show one
be."
thing and do another."
Leon Hart
Offensive
Coordinator

Leon Hart is the offensive coordinator and quarterback
coach. Hart has held this position since the '96 season and
was previously on the coaching staff as the offensive coordinator from '76-'88.
Hart was a letterman for four years and was captain of
the baseball squad at Maryville College in Tennessee. Hart
also played safety, leading his team in interceptions.

The position of defensive coordinator this year
has a new face.
Jim Tanara, who spent 21 years as the Colonels'
defensive line coach, now takes the reins as defensive
coordinator. Tanara was a three-year letterman at the
University of Tennessee-Chattanooga. He also coached
for 11 years at Alabama, leading them to two national
championships and 11 bowl games.
_
Tanara graduated from UT-Chattanooga in 1965 with a
bachelor s degree in science.

James Tanara
Defensive
Coordinator

►The rest of the staff
Donn
Landhobn is
the linebackers
coach for the
Colonels.
Landholm is
beginning his
third season at
Eastern.
Landholm
Donn
played outside
linebacker and
Landholm
graduated with
oversees linea master's
backers.
degree in science from
Wayne State
College in Nebraska. Landholm
has coached many different
schools including Central
Missouri State, Montana State
and Arizona State.

Will
Muschamp is
the defensive
backs coach in
his first season
as an assistant.
Muschamp was
a four-year letterman and
team captain of
Will
the Georgia
Muschamp is
Bulldogs.
Muschamp was coaching
an assistant
defensive
coach in the "98 backs.
season with the
University of
West Georgia
Muschamp has a master's
degree in education from Auburn
University.

John Revere is
beginning his
third year as an
assistant at
Eastern. Revere
is the running
backs coach.
He was an
assistant at
LaGrange High
John Revere
School in
LaGrange, Ga.
oversees runfrom 1982-96.
ning backs.
Revere was a
four-season
starter at Eastern, where he
played flanker.
He received his bachelor's
degree in health and physical
education at Eastern and went
on to Troy State to get his master's degree.

Doug Carter is
the Colonels
offensive line
coach. Carter
has been an
assistant at
Eastern for 13
years and was a
graduate assistant in 1982
when the
Doug Carter
Colonels went
coaches offen13-0 and won
the I-AA national sive line
championship.
Carter was also an assistant at
Florida State and a head coach at
the University of Central Florida.
Carter graduated from William
Jewell where he was a two-year
letterman at the offensive guard
position.

Walter Welle

is in his third
season as the
tight ends
coach. Wells
spent three
seasons at
Cumberland
University as
assistant head
coach. He
Walter Wells
played center
coaches tight
at Austin Peay ends.
University
where he was a two-year starter
and letterman.
Wells has a bachelor's of business administration that he
received from Belmont
University of Nashville and a
master's of science degree in
human relations management
from Cumberland.
— Compiled by Kenny Lynch

University Book & Supply
"GAME DAY"
SPECIAL
UNr
BOOK & SUPPLY

EKU VS.
KENTUCKY STATE

AttWMM
10% - 50% OFF
on ALL EKU Clothing!
Thursday, September 2

Game Day Hours: 9 a.m. til 6:30 p.m.

► Sports briefs
Scoreboard ready
for home opener
The athletics department staff
has been making plans for a ceremonial pulling of the power
switch at 6:55 p.m. today as
Eastern unveils its new state-ofthe-art scoreboard with video
capability at Hanger Field.

Volleyball starts
with UK meet
The volleyball team opened its
season Wednesday at Lexington
against the University df
Kentucky.
Five juniors, five sophomores
and eight freshmen will lead the
team as the Colonels hope to
rebound from a rebuilding year in
1998.
Their first home game is Sept.
24 against Murray State in Alumni
Coliseum.

Bernabei returns
to help with coaching
Joanna Bernabei, former
Eastern graduate assistant coach,
has been named assistant coach
for the women's basketball team.
Bernabei was at Eastern during the 1997-1998 season as a
graduate assistant with Larry Joe
Inman's Lady Colonel basketball
team.
She was head coach at West
Virginia Wesleyan last year,
where that team went 18-9 and finished third in the West Virginia
Intercollegiate Athletic conference.
She was West Virginia High
School Player of the Year in 1993.

EKU Intramural Events
Soccet
F
Entry
Deadline:
Sept. 3rd

Other
Events
•Aerobic Classes
start August 30, 6 - 7 p.m.,
Monday - Thursday
inBegley 117. Free!
•HELP WANTED
Flag Football Officials Call 622-1244.

°otball

Entry
^. O Deadline:
£{+L Sept. 17th

•Badminton and Table
Tennis every Friday from
6:30 - 8:30 p.m. in Weaver Gym.
•Faculty/Student Golf Scrambles
every Wednesday at Arlington.
Call 622-1244 for more info.
•The Begley Weight Room
will be open Monday - Friday
11:30 a.m.- 10:00 p.m.
and Saturday and Sunday from
1:00 p.m.-1:00 p.m.
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A LOT.
,a

A REAL LOT.

AN ABSOLUTE TON.
>

You can save up to 50% off the regular
price when you shop at textbooks.com.

^.

For starters, we have big discounts
on our entire range of new books.
We also have the largest selection

a book from our Guaranteed Buyback
V,t

program. So not only do we have the

/^Jj

most books in the business, we also

^FC^^si
<> \^0*/

of used textbooks, which are even

^^8 Miff ^

cheaper. And to save the most, choose

have the cheapest books in the
g

business. And with our fast, flat
rate shi

pping,

tne

decision on where

to buy your textbooks couldn't be easier.

COLLEGE JUST GOT EASIER" 3= TEXTB00KS.COM
Big- discounts

Used books Buy back

Fast delivery

Huge selection

HURRY!
Offer Ends
Sept 25,1999
«r,
;%*

Ca*»
2 Great Meals-1 Great Price

£ WADED FISH

LONG JOHN SILVEKS
Also available in Chicken & More

$449

$^49

3

Fish * More" OR
Chicken ft More OR
Country Stylo Fish Meal

IIIMIHHIIIIHillH 7SN

Vand QOH al panic*patio*j
NCM vMMl -«i my 0*MJt Ci
Discount S*M Mi net InckftM

^
&

V—d only 1 participating, locations
Not watt«Wi any otw coupon or
(Kacount S*Mt Ui r-X .ncludad

*io

$=*49

3

99

• 8 p< Satiar doped fun
• S p« Batte*-dipped
•lOpc Sattf dipped
Chicken and 4 pc
Owken
Battc dipped Fnh
ndudn Fama> Wr Cmpv «ne\. ok- Slaw and 8 Hurfvuppet
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"
I

«|?q
"^J

11

▼
*

-

TO

"■■■J

MimiiMiniiiNiim ?5N

only *t participating locations
Not saftf ■*» an* otor coupon 0.
dMcoum. taasa an no) MduOM

5ft*

VIM

(#15)

« S

$4,99

*»99

Country Style Fish
Silver's Premium Platter

Country Style Breaded
Fish Meal Combo

2 pc Country Style Breaded Fish, 2 pc Batter
dipped Fish. 4 Batter-dipped Shrimp. Regular
Crispy Fries. Cole Slaw and 2 Hushpuppies

3 pc. Country Style Breaded Fish, Regular
Crispy Fries. Cole Slaw, 2 Hushpuppies
and a Medium Drink

RBia*

WMIHIIIMIIMIIN 75N

*oi
DvWll
inaai saw any cane* coupon a*
account Safe* lai not inctudad

Choose from Fish & Shrimp OR Fish, Shrimp
& Chicken OR Fish, Shrimp A Clams OR Fish
A Chicken Includes Regular Crispy Fries,
Cole Slaw and 2 Hushpuppies

i.ivfini

Mo ont* St pamipatino
4 »a»0 Offi any othot €•

Of 1

Chocn* one

1 pc. Batter-dipped Fish. 1 pc. Batter
dipped Chicken, 3 Shrimp, Regular
Crispy Fries, Cole Slaw and
2 Hushpuppies

|*S^
T^

RG IHIIIIM H'lWII

J<&

Family Meal

Original US Sampler

Hd on* * parUctpaUng loceaona
WOl vaW a««i any OVM* coupon or (me,
••count Satos la. not •nctuoad

IMIMIlllllMlllliUM 78N

4

Any Variety Platter

(Fish or Chicken), Regular Crispy Fries and
a Medium Drink

H-IUHI.-IJ
RF

$A49

Long John Silver's*
Crab & Co Combo
I Long John Silver's* Grab A Go Sandwich

Shrimp & More

•34

RE IIIMIMUIIIIIIIIIIIlin 7SN

*l 99

10 Classic Batter-dipped Shrimp. Regular
Crispy Fries, Cole Slaw and 2 Hushpuppies

2 pc Batter-dipped Fish or 3 pc Batterdipped Chicken or 3 pc Country Style
Breaded Fish. Regular Crispy Fries, cole
Slaw and 2 Hushpuppies
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Great Tasting Variety...
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Long John Silver's new Country Style Pr
Platter. An abundant combination of our classic
Batter-dipped Fish and Shrimp, plus our new
delicious Country Style Breaded Fish.
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Fish & Mora* OR
Chicken 8. More OR
Country Style Fish Meal

Shrimp & More
10 Classic Batter-dipped Shrimp. Regular
Cnvpy Fries. Cole Slaw and 2 Hushpuppies

2 pc Batter dipped Fish Of Jpc Batter
dipped Chicken or 3 p< Country Style
Breaded Fish. Regular Crispy Fries. Cole
Slaw and 2 Hushpuppies
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Long John Silver's*
Crab & Co Combo
1 Long John Silver's* Grab & Go Sandwich
(Fish or Chicken), Regular Crispy Fries and
a Medium Drink
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Family Meal

Original US Sampler

Chocnaone

1 pc Batter dipped Fish. 1 pc. Batter
dipped Chicken, 3 Shrimp. Regular
Crispy Fries. Cole Slaw and
2 Hushpuppies

• 8pc B-ttte. d-pprd hdi
«Spc Batter dipped
• 10 p< Bane- dipped
Chicken and 4 pc
Chicken
Batter dipped Fiih
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Any Variety Platter

jChoose from Fish & Shrimp OR Fish. Shrimp
A Chicken OR Fish. Shrimp & Clams OR Fish
& Chicken. Includes Regular Crispy Fries.
Cole Slaw and 2 Hushpuppies
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Country Style Fish
Silver's Premium Platter

Country Style Branded
Fish Meal Combo

2 pc. Country Style Breaded Fish. 2 DC Batter
dipped Fnh, 4 Batter-dipped Shrimp, Regular

3 pc. Country Style Breaded Fish, Regular
Crispy Fries. Cole Slaw. 2 Hushpuppies
and a Medium Drink

Crispy Fries. Cole Slaw and 2 Hushpuppies
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GO LARGE FOR ONLY 39c'
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• Instant Prizes Every Day
* Digital Dorm Room Every Week

The people who save you time and money when you buy your textbooks are giving you a chance to win free stuff every day for 7 weeks!
Win instant prizes at our site by playing an interactive scratch-off game.
It's free and fun to play! Plus every time you play you're automatically
entered to win one of seven Digital Dorm Room grand prizes.

includes all of the following
• Home Theater Sound System
• 32" Television
• DVD Player
• Complete Stereo System with 5 CD Changer
• Cordless Telephone
• Digital Camera
Instant prizes include MP3 players, CD's, phone cards, hats and T-shirts!
To enter and, of course, to save time and money buying your books, go
to www.varsitybooks.com. Sweepstakes ends October 3, 1999, so
play now to win!
Void where prohibited No purchase necessary. See site for complete rules.

varsity books. com

Your Online College Bookstore

